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I. Introduction
The Dream of the Red Chamber is a classical Chinese novel written and published in
the 18th Century during the Qing Dynasty (1636-1912). The author, Cao Xueqin (曹 雪
芹) grew up in a declining aristocratic family in the years of Emperor Kangxi (康熙
1661-1722) and lived in impoverished circumstances for almost all his life. As mentioned
in his friend (敦诚) Duncheng’s poem “To Cao Qinpu1 (赠曹芹圃)”, by the time he was
writing the book, all Cao’s family could only have porridge to eat and he was often not
able to pay for wine and had to sell his paintings for living. Although Cao lived in
poverty, he did not give up writing, and the first eighty chapters of the book were
circulated among readers about ten years before his death, around the 17th Year of
Emperor Qianlong (乾隆 1752). However, the ending part of the book was lost and has
not shown up in any surviving manuscripts. Based on the evidence of the comments in
the manuscripts, scholars believe that Cao had finished the book, or at least had drafts for
the ending, but due to unknown reasons, the last 40 chapters were not copied and
circulated. The current 120-chapter version of the book was completed and re-edited by
Gao E (高 鹗) and published by Cheng Weiyuan (程 伟元) about 30 years after Cao’s
death, in the 56th and 57th year of Qianlong (1791; 1792). Based on their words in the
preface of the book, these editors tried to find surviving manuscripts everywhere; after
sorting and editing the pieces of the text, they published the book for readers who loved it
to have a more complete view of the story. Scholars used to agree that the last 40 chapters
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Qinpu, the other name of Cao Xueqin.
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of the book were written and added by Gao E himself, but in recent years many
researchers have come to believe that the author of the ending of the book is uncertain.
The Dream of the Red Chamber depicts the destinies of Four Great Families, Jia, Shi,
Xue, Wang2 (贾, 史, 薛, 王) and shows how they fall apart gradually from the peak of
their wealth and power. Although most of the story happens in the Garden of the House
of Jia (贾), Cao was able to describe the plots from multiple angles, and he includes
numerous plotlines, with involvement of people from different parts of the society. While
the narrative focuses mainly on the lives of the young generations of the Families and the
romantic relationships among the main characters Jia Baoyu (贾 宝玉), Lin Daiyu (林 黛
玉) and Xue Baochai (薛 宝钗), there are also other events that happen or are mentioned
briefly through the conversations of the characters. These background details make the
contents of the book more complicated and allow readers to view the story and characters
from multiple dimensions. They also show Cao’s meticulous writing style. Moreover, the
detailed descriptions of the customs and lifestyles of people from different classes around
that time make the novel a great resource for scholars to review the society of the Qing
Dynasty, and the poems in the book are highly valued in Chinese literary studies.
One of the possible reason for the loss of the ending part of the book is the harsh and
strict censorship that came to its peak in the early Qing Dynasty: there are around 160170 cases recorded, and the punishments of the prisoners were much harsher and crueler
compared to the earlier time period. Because the rulers of Qing were ethnic minorities

2

The recombination of the four characters could create a new word “jia-wang-xue-shi (家亡血史),” which
means the miserable history of the doom of the family.
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who had conquered the former Ming Empire (1368-1644), they were very sensitive to the
attitude of literati and scholars in the society and paid close attention to the poems and
literary works to see if there were any negative emotions towards the new regime. This
attitude became gradually more extreme. Under the regime of Shunzhi (顺治; 16431661), the first Emperor of the Qing Dynasty, there were 18 cases of inquisition based on
literary works. Later, during the regimes of Kangxi, Yongzheng (雍正; 1722-1735) and
Qianlong (1735-1795), the most prosperous period of Qing, there were 134 cases of
works being placed on an Index Expurgatorius, many of them for absurd and farfetched
reasons. For instance, in the eighth year of Yongzheng (1730), a man named Xu Jun (徐
骏) was caught because there was a line in his poem saying that “the breeze did not learn
to read, then why bothers it to turn the book’s leaves?3” The word “breeze” in Chinese is
Qingfeng (清风), which maintains the same character and sound as the name of the Qing
Dynasty, so Xu was accused of using the poem to satirize the government, suggesting
that it did not know how to read. He was then beheaded by the direct command of the
emperor.
Because of the strict control of the content of literature, the scholars and literati of the
time period created a few ways to express their emotions in the works and still survive
under the regime. For example, as Zhang Yuzhou (张 毓洲) listed in his article “The
Condition of the Literature in the Qing Dynasty under the Shadow of Index
Expurgatorius,” they would change the names of their works to make them more fit to the

3
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rule and thus escape from the strict monitoring of the rulers. Some of them also directly
deleted words or lines in their works to avoid being charged with crimes. Another way of
protecting their work was to edit two versions of the books, called the “inside” and the
“outside” versions. While the outside version was published and read by the public, the
inside one would only circulate among the literati or the people that the author could
trust, and authors would wait for one day to republish their works when the policy was
relaxed. Many writers were more watchful and would retain the works with themselves
and never publish. They might announce that their works were lost, but they wrote to
their friends of the real number of the articles. There are also some works that survived
only because the ruler of that time did not, by chance, notice them.
In Cao’s case, the genre of The Dream of the Red Chamber itself is forbidden under
the ruling of Qing: in addition to books that attacked the minorities in history or books
that recorded stories about the sensitive history of how the government of Qing came to
power, most novels and plays were also forbidden. Although there were publishers and
merchants who still sold these books illegally, once discovered, all the copies would be
destroyed. In addition, the suggested ending of The Dream of the Red Chamber would
involve the punishment from the Emperor, which could indicate a bad reputation of the
then ruling power. As a writer living under a most stressful time period for the literati,
Cao could hardly avoid being influenced by the policies, especially if the story is
regarded as an autobiographical novel. As Chen (陈) and Sun (孙) mentioned in their
article “Cao Xueqin and the Literary Inquisition,” Cao used many ways to prevent
punishment and avoid the restrictions of the policy around that time. For instance, he
blurred the time period of the story and stated directly in the beginning of the book that
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“it has no intention to criticize the society and politics today” (DRC, chapter 1). He also
played around with the names “Zhen” (甄 which sounds the same as ‘real’ in Chinese)
and “Jia” (which sounds ‘fake’) and made the whole story ambiguous in regard to truth
and falsity. Moreover, while he built the character Baoyu as a strange young boy who
dislikes all the mainstream scholars’ works, at the same time he used other people in the
book to continuingly tell Baoyu that he was wrong, thus suggesting that Baoyu’s
characteristics were not praised in this book. But even after Cao prepared these solutions,
the first 80 chapters of the book were still only circulated through manuscripts in small
groups and were never published when he was alive. He might have treated the ending
part of the book even more carefully to protect the work and himself under the strict
circumstances.
There are also scholars who believe that the lack of the last few chapters is because
Cao could not finish the work before his death. As noted in the beginning of the book,
Cao worked on the book for ten years and re-edited it five times (DRC, chapter 1). In
fact, there are two earlier drafts known of the book, including the one commented on by
Cao’s cousin Cao Tangcun (曹 棠村) mentioned by the commentator Zhiyanzhai4 (脂砚
斋) in the comments, and the one given by Cao to his friend Mingyi (明义), which is
shown in Mingyi’s poems. These drafts indicate that Cao used to continuingly revise and
rewrite his work and thus it is possible that he did not finish one of his planned revisions
by his death. In addition, as Zhi noted in the Gengchen manuscript, Chapter 22 was still
in progress when Cao died. This comment also suggests that Cao was in a revision

4

The major commentator and editor of the manuscripts of The Dream of the Red Chamber. He is known
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process in his last days. Therefore, some scholars argue that the author might have
developed the structure of the whole story or some plots of the last few chapters, but he
was not be able to finish the rewriting and revision of the book and thus the end part of
the book did not circulate around in the same way as the previous chapters.
As Zhi describes, the writing style of Cao is like “the trace of a snake made in the
grass or the line drawn by a needle in the ashes that would conceal for thousand miles
(before being realized).”5 Although the ending part of the book has been lost, inside the
first 80 chapters Cao indicated the main direction of the storyline and some major plots of
the last few chapters in different ways. Thus while the book is usually considered as an
“incomplete” literary work due to the loss of the ending, this property does not lower the
recognized value of The Dream of the Red Chamber. In fact, it becomes one of the
unique features of the novel and opens readers’ and scholars’ discussions to all the
possibilities of the plot.
The study of the book started almost the same time as it came out. By the time of the
reigns of Emperors Qianlong and Jiaqing (嘉庆 1796-1820), scholars and aristocrats were
mentioning the book in their own poems or diaries and eulogizing its aesthetic values.
The enthusiasm for the book gradually led to the development of an independent subject:
“Redology (红学).” The incompleteness of the book allows the Redologists to not only
discuss the book as a novel, but to read it as a puzzle and try to come up with the ending
that is closest to Cao’s intention.

5
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However, Redologists are not the only group of scholars in the world who need to face
a text with no authorized version. The Chaucerians, in this case, share similar experiences
with them in the study of The Canterbury Tales. Written by Geoffrey Chaucer (1340s1400) in the late 14th Century, The Canterbury Tales is a collection of tales under the
frame narrative of a pilgrimage from London to Canterbury. Like The Dream of the Red
Chamber, these tales also involved characters from different classes in the society, from
knight and monk in the hierarchy to miller and reeve of the lower class. There are also
some female characters shown in the story, such as the Wife of Bath, the Prioress and the
Nuns. As indicated in the General Prologue, these characters are in a story-telling contest
along the journey; the winner would receive a free dinner from the host when they
returned. Nevertheless, the author never finished his plan: the characters are supposed to
tell two stories on both ways of the trip, but Chaucer did not even write one story for each
character mentioned in the General Prologue—the Plowman for instance, does not have
a tale assigned later in the book. Moreover, coming from a manuscript tradition like The
Dream of the Red Chamber, the fragments of Chaucer’s manuscripts show a writing in
progress. For instance, some gender references indicated by the narrative voice are
different from the gender of the character who is telling the story and thus may suggest
changes to the speakers assigned to different stories. The orders of the tales shown in the
manuscripts are also different. Because there is no authorized version of the text, scholars
have varying opinions on the correct order of the tales.
In addition to the incomplete structure of the book in general, the development of the
Chaucerian canon also shows similarities to the Dream of the Red Chamber scholarship.
For instance, just as Cao had Zhi to view and edit his work, Chaucer appears to have
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cooperated with a scribe and editor for a long time. The name of the scribe, “Adam,” is
mentioned in one of Chaucer’s short poems, and scholars debate about the business
relationship between the two. For instance, did Adam work for Chaucer as an individual,
or did he work for a scribing agency and was assigned to Chaucer? Since Chaucer had
dead before he finished The Canterbury Tales, his scribe might have helped to sort the
remaining manuscripts and thus became at the same time the first editor of the work and a
key for scholars today to know more about Chaucer’s life and writing. Therefore, the
study of Adam is also part of the Chaucerian canon. Furthermore, just as the last third of
the 120-chapter version of The Dream of the Red Chamber shows a tone of preaching
orthodox ideology which is opposite to the idea of the previous chapters, The Canterbury
Tales was also ended with a story that shows much more orthodox ideas than before, The
Parson’s Tale, and a short paragraph of retraction to all the frivolous ideas in the
previous stories. Also, like Gao E and many other readers of The Dream of the Red
Chamber who intended to complete the whole work, the later readers of The Canterbury
Tales in the 15th Century also included The Plowman’s Tale, an apocryphal text to the
book. Just as variable attitudes shown in Redologists about the ending part of The Dream
of the Red Chamber, the Chaucerians also argue about the values of the added tale and
whether it should be included in the canon.
Having seen all the parallels between the two works and the similar patterns shown in
the development of the two bodies of scholarship from distinct cultural backgrounds and
time periods, I decided to investigate their shared property, the incompleteness of the two
texts. I want to see if this particular property creates or partially influences readers and
scholars from two cultures to develop parallels in the two canonical studies. More
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importantly, since both the texts are not only recognized as masterpieces in their own
cultures, but are also highly valued in the canon of world literature, I want to know if the
incompleteness shown in the two works has in fact enhanced their values to a certain
degree. In order to explore these questions, in my thesis, I will mainly focus on the
arguments and issues which have appeared in Redology in the last hundred years while
using the studies of The Canterbury Tales as a comparison, to see how both Redologists
and Chaucerian scholars approach the issues raised by the incompleteness of the texts and
how they as scholars recognize the values of the two works and their related scholarly
traditions.
I will therefore start by introducing the development of Redology. In the first Chapter
I present the comments about The Dream of the Red Chamber mentioned by readers from
the Qing Dynasty and the illustrations of the book from modern scholars. By listing these
ideas and individuals mostly in a chronological order, I want to show how the study of
The Dream of the Red Chamber has developed along the hundred years of history,
gradually shifting from the discussion of literary values to scientific textual criticism, and
how scholars build on to each other’s arguments.
After offering general ideas about what Redology is, in Chapter Two I discuss further
the incompleteness of the book by introducing different versions of the texts. I first give
examples of how each version of the book could be different from the others and how the
study of the Dream of the Red Chamber manuscripts would help readers to understand
the contents of the story. Then I will introduce the two systems of the texts of the book:
the system of Zhi with comments in lines and fragmentary manuscripts and the system of
Cheng and Gao, with printed versions of the 120 chapters of the story. Through the
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illustration of the two systems, I want to show that while there is no authorized version of
the text, the analysis of the surviving chapters of the manuscripts and the distinctions
among different versions of the texts are important parts of Redology.
With the background knowledge introduced in the first two chapters, I will then in
Chapter Three present the major arguments raised by the incomplete nature of the book,
including four parts: the study of the author Cao Xueqin’s identity; the study of the
commentator Zhiyanzhai and the comments appearing in the manuscripts; the conjectures
about the ending chapters of the story based on the information from the surviving
chapters, and the comments and the discussion of the values and authorship of the last
forty chapters in Cheng and Gao’s published versions. While these issues are all relating
to or trying to solve the problems raised by the lack of the ending of the story, I want to
use them to indicate the influence of the incompleteness of the book on Redologists and
how this property affected the structure of the scholarly tradition of The Dream of the
Red Chamber.
Then, in Chapter Four I will as a comparison introduce the discussions on similar
issues shown in the study of The Canterbury Tales. For instance, the differences between
the two most influential manuscripts, Hengwrt and Ellesmere; the discussion of
Chaucer’s editor Adam Pinkhurst and the values of the added text, The Plowman’s Tale.
By comparing how scholars approach the issues faced by the two texts, I connect the two
studies together and indicate that the arguments of the incompleteness of the texts are
raised by both Redologists and Chaucerian scholars and therefore show parallels in the
developments of the two disciplines.
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In addition, by comparing the two texts and their scholarly traditions, I hope to find
out the values of incompleteness shown in them and how this property may contribute to
readers’ experience of the two books. I believe that, through reviewing and comparing
the two traditions, I will be able to find reasons why the two incomplete works are
recognized as masterpieces in literature, especially the influence from readers throughout
the history. I want to discuss about how readers and scholars contribute to the value of
the two works by creating multiple tones to the stories with a logical harmony.
Furthermore, standing at a cross-cultural vantage point, I will also pay attention to the
research methods of scholars from the two cultural backgrounds to see if there is any
difference shown when they try to approach to a similar issue faced by the two texts and
if there are any lessons that the two sides could draw from each other.
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II. The Development of Redology
Because of its large framework with hundreds of characters and the descriptions of
lives among different social classes, The Dream of the Red Chamber has been praised by
readers and scholars since it started to circulate in the Qing dynasty. However, with Cao’s
distinct writing style, the vague ideas behind the text and the disappearance of the last
part of the story, the study of the book has extended from merely focusing on the plots of
the novel to a complex analysis of the author and his real intentions in writing the book.
As time passes by, Redology has developed through different stages and become an
independent branch of Chinese literature.
In the Qing dynasty the study of The Dream of the Red Chamber had mostly focused
on the value of the novel. In fact, many scholars and literati eulogized it as the “best
novel” of the time: around the years of Qianlong and Jiaqing (1796-1820), there were
many critics who regarded the book as one of the books that a man must read, and there
is no other novel in history could compete with it (符 76). The prefaces of the different
surviving manuscripts also evaluated and highly praised the value of the book while at
the same time showing the development of Redology. For instance, in the preface of the
Qixu manuscripts (D and E), a local officer under the Qianlong’ regime, Qi Liaosheng
(戚 蓼生) not only illustrated his understanding of the story, but also pointed out what he
thought was the way to read the book:
I have heard about a man named Jiangshu, who could sing two tones at the same
time: one from his throat, one from his nose; I have heard of another man named
Huanghua, who could write two pieces of work simultaneously: one hand in
standard and formal writing, the other in the rapid cursive style. I have never seen
these legendary skills by myself. Now when I read The Story of the Stone, I hear
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two tones without the difference of throat or nose; I see two writing styles without
the distinction of left or right. Singing two tones in one song and writing two
pieces of work with one hand—these things seem impossible and could hardly
happen, but I got them from the one single book. It is fascinating! The language
and word choices in the book are incredible and never fall into the clichés of the
former writers. This feature is recognized by all readers, so I need not explain
more. One interesting thing I found is that although the author writes with his
hand, all the contents are lying in his heart. When his mind focuses on one thing,
he is actually writing for the other—like a musician who is playing the instrument
with his hands but his eyes are staring somewhere else. When he seems to write
about strange things, he is writing about the orthodox; while he writes about the
refined and the noble, he is suggesting the lewd and the lustful. This tortuous style
is like the historians from Chunqiu Period (B.C. 770-476), when they had to use
intimations and suggestions to record history. I try to comprehend the whole
story—when he writes about the chambers of girls, his tone is strict and serious,
but the whole text is full of allurement; when he describes the prominent
achievements of the ancestors, he in fact indicates the decline of the
family; …However, I believe that although the author indicates two lines of
writing, readers should only choose one to follow. It is like in drawing: the rock
has three sides, but the best view is on only one of them; when wandering around
two pathways, the best place to stay is under one side of the trees. Only when
reading in this way, can the readers perceive some of the author’s ideas. It is like
catching the moon in the water, from which you could only hold brilliance; it is
like the rain of flowers, in which only the aroma would remain. I guess only in
these cases would the readers understand the author’s mind beyond the texts.
Some people might feel regretful for not being able to see the complete work.
Nevertheless, they do not understand that the rises and falls always run as circles
and all the contents in the book are just illusory. The author has shown his insight
and savvy and need not to explain more about the main idea of the book; when
readers read the work attentively, they will also perceive the author’s idea and
thus leave the abyss of misery in this mundane world. I think the reason many
people persist in finding or adding an ending to the book is because there are too
few people who truly understand the author’s mind. 6

In this preface, Qi mentions not only the literary value of the story, but also stresses
the uniqueness of the construction of the book and the author’s writing style. More
importantly, he recognizes the value of the book as an incomplete story; in fact, he
prefers it. As he indicates at the end of the paragraph, he believes that the author has fully
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developed his idea in the first eighty chapters of the book so there is no need for an
ending to the story: the readers should be able to understand the work, and thus any more
explanation to it would seem to be unnecessary. In addition, as Wang Meng points out in
his article “A Subjective Reading of the Preface of the Story of the Stone, written by Qi
Liaosheng”, Qi used many words from the comments of Zhi, such as “the style of
Chunqiu” and “making two sounds from one action” (146-7). These references, on the
other hand, show Qi’s rigorous attitude of studying the book and the influence of Zhi’s
comments among readers in the Qing dynasty.
Due to its content and manner of circulation, there were also many female readers of
The Dream of the Red Chamber around that time. In a collection of anecdotes called
Ershi Lu (耳食录) published in the mid-Qing dynasty, there is a story of a female reader
of the book who was so infatuated by the story, especially the relationship between
Baoyu and Daiyu, and that she was found dead after reading the book hundreds of times.
Today we are not able to test whether this anecdote is real or not, but it reflects the wildly
accepted idea that female readers would perceive the book from a more emotional and
sensitive point of view. As Wu Jingyin suggested in her work, “An Investigation on the
Redology in the Harem of the Qing dynasty,” she believes that with their distinct
perspectives of the book compared to the male scholars around the same time, female
readers created a new branch of Redology (Zhan 詹 135). In these female readers’ poems,
there are praises for the book in general, but they would also lament for the beautiful
scenes described in the book or the miserable destinies of the female characters,
especially Daiyu. For instance, although the name of Xu Wanlan’s poem collection is
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Some Random Thoughts after Reading the Story of the Stone, (徐 畹兰)7 all seven of her
poems in the collection are about Daiyu. Some female readers also view the book from a
more rational perspective and show similar understanding as Qi. For example, in one of
(胡 寿萱) Hu Shouxuan’s poems of the Story of the Stone, she reviewed the story from a
Buddhistic perspective in which the whole story of the Red Chamber is just a dream,
warning people who have not realized the truth behind it.
Although the study of the book started long ago, the name “Redology” appeared only
lately at the end of the Qing dynasty. Around the reigns of Emperor Guangxu (光绪;
1875-1908), there was a scholar named Zhu Changding (朱 昌鼎) who loved novels more
than the books of Confucius (which are called the study of Jing, 經学). One day his
friend came to visit him and asked him what kind of Jing he was studying, and he
answered that “I am studying the Jing with a lack of three turning strokes”: he is
indicating the character Hong (红), the first character of The Dream of the Red Chamber
(红楼梦). While coming from a joke, the term Redology (红学) then become the name of
the study, including not only literary evaluation of the texts and plots, but also research
on the background of the story and the author and the original ending of the book.
The hypothesis that The Dream of the Red Chamber is a biography also existed for a
long time. As Zhou Ruchang (周 汝昌) pointed out in his work “To Return to the True
Redology—A Review of the Development of Redology in the Last Hundred Years,” one
of the distinct features of traditional Chinese novels is that unlike the atmosphere of
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fictitious ideas in western novels, most of the Chinese novels written before the influence
of western ideology and theories are branches of history. In other words, readers would
always be aware of which dynasty or whose story the author is recording. In the case of
The Dream of the Red Chamber, the speculation of the actual “history” started from
Emperor Qianlong.8 After reading the 120 chapters of the book, he concluded that the
story was based on the family of Mingzhu (明珠), one of his senior officials, who
contributed a lot to Kangxi’s earlier political strategies but was then punished for
colluding with other officials. Later Mingzhu was pardoned but was never put in an
important position again until his death in 1706. He had a son named Nalanxingde (纳兰
性德), who was a famous poet in the Qing dynasty and was known for being indifferent
to fame and wealth. The family experiences and the characteristics of Nalan are similar to
the plots of Dream of the Red Chamber. In fact, there was a friendship between Cao
Xueqin’s grandfather, Cao Yin (曹 寅) and Nalan, who had written a poem for a pavilion
of Cao’s family as a gift to Cao. However, when Emperor Qianlong came to the
conclusion about the book, there was no evidence to prove the connection between The
Dream of the Red Chamber and the family of Mingzhu.
The conjectural study of Dream of the Red Chamber continued to develop. In 1915,
the democratic revolutionist (later the President of Peking University), Cai Yuanpei (蔡
元培) published a book analyzing Dream of the Red Chamber as a “political novel.”
From his point of view, the author of the book is a nationalist who tries to remind the Han
people of the loss of their own dynasty (Ming 明) and the grief of being ruled by a
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minority people. In his eyes, the redness mentioned in the book is all referring to the
surname (Zhu 朱)9 of the royal family in the Ming Dynasty; the name Baoyu is referring
to the imperial jade seal; while Jia Baoyu could be interpreted as the “fake jade,”10
suggesting the crown prince of the fraudulent dynasty (Qing). The fire of the Hulu
Temple (葫芦庙) in the beginning of the book signifies the overthrow of the Ming
Dynasty, and all the other major characters in the story are connected to the political
power of the Ming dynasty. Although Cai recognized the value of the book beyond
literature and listed some parallel events happening between the history of Ming and the
story of The Dream of the Red Chamber, like Emperor Qianlong, he did not show any
scientific proof for his conjecture.
The study and analysis of the book comes to a more professional and technical stage
when more modern scholars join the conversation and multiple manuscripts are being
found. Hu Shi (胡 适; 1891-1962), a famous Chinese writer, scholar and philosopher of
the 20th century China published an article in 1921 called “A Textual Criticism of The
Dream of the Red Chamber,” in which he criticizes the former illustrations of the book
and stresses the story as an autobiography of the author. As he points out, when people,
following the idea of Emperor Kangxi, related the characters to Mingzhu’s family, they
did not show sufficient evidence. For instance, if the only common feature between
Daiyu and Nalan’s wife is the sickness and their early deaths, Daiyu could be many other
females in Chinese literature who had an early demise. Hu Shi also mentions that Cai
Yuanpei’s riddle-illustration of the names in the story is so implausible that it could not

9

朱, means red (红) in Chinese
In Chinese, Baoyu’s last name Jia (贾) has the same pronunciation as falseness (假).

10
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even be accompanied with details. For example, in Cai’s book, he states that Grannie Liu
refers to a politician named Tang Bin (汤 斌) in the Qing Dynasty and her granddaughter
Qing’er (青儿) is the leek Tang Bin ate every day. More than that, Cai believes the
number of silver taels received twice (20 taels for the first time and 8 for the second) by
Grannie Liu from Xifeng (熙凤) coincides with the money received by Tang when he
died and the money he retained when he died. Hu thus points out that while these small
amounts of money could be explained as Cai wished, there is no similar explanation for
the other 100 taels of Grannie Liu later in the book. After overthrowing the earlier
illustrations, Hu analyzes the preface of the book to prove his idea of autobiography. In
the preface, the narrator says that the author stated the story as “hiding the true events
while using the tone of the stone to suggest” and a record of all the girls who were more
intelligent than himself. Hu uses these lines as direct evidence for his argument. In
addition, Hu compares the author’s family Cao (曹) and the pseudo-families in the book
and finds many features in common, such as the downfall of the family from its peak, the
experience of hosting the Emperor between Cao and (甄) Zhen11, and family tree of Cao
also shows similarity with that of the Jias. As Hu mentions, they both have second sons
who did not inherit the official posts from their father in the first place and then got the
same posts as Supernumerary Executive Officers (员外郎). He is referring to Cao
Xueqin’s father Cao Fu (曹

) and to Baoyu’s father Jia Zheng (贾 政), and he shows

again that Baoyu is Xueqin and the autobiographical identity of the story. Hu Shi also
paid attention to the variable editions of the book by that time. He agrees with the idea

11

A rich family that appears in the book, usually seen as a mirror version of Family Jia.
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that Gao E instead of Cao wrote the last forty chapters of the book and he thinks the
second edition published by Cheng and Gao is much superior to the first edition. In 1928,
Hu Shi published another article, “The New Evidence for the Textual Criticism of The
Dream of the Red Chamber” after he bought the Jiaxu (甲戌) manuscript. He not only
uses Zhi’s comments to prove his argument of autobiography, but also starts the
exploration of the original ending of the story based on the comments and the manuscript
study by comparing the newly found manuscript to the only known manuscript, Qihu (戚
沪), and the two Cheng-Gao versions. He comes to the conclusion that the Jiaxu
manuscript is the oldest and is of higher quality than the Qihu one. In 1950, he wrote the
article “An Afterword of the Jiaxu Manuscript, The Re-evaluation of the Story of the
Stone by Zhi Yanzhai under the Reign of Qianlong,” in which he states that the exemplar
of The Dream of the Red Chamber contains comments, and he compares the seven
manuscripts and copies12 that has been found by then. He also makes the assumption that
Cao only wrote 16 chapters by Year Jiaxu (1754). Although some of his thoughts and
arguments might be limited by the time-period13 and were disproved by later scholars, he
successfully established a more scientific method, a “New Redology” (in comparing to
the former conjectural studies) to analyze the work of Cao and opened up the discussion
of the book and the manuscripts in the 20th century.
Wu Shichang (吴 世昌; 1908-1986), for example, is a sinologist and Redologist from
around the same time period who also focuses on the manuscripts studies. In his book On
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Manuscripts: Jiaxu, Yimao, Gengchen, Qihu, Jiachen. Published Copies: Chengjia, Chengyi
Zhou Ruchang (周汝昌) mentions in the article “A Review of DRC” that Hu Shi’s judgement of the high
value of the second edition of Cheng-Gao’s DRC was because it is closer to modern Chinese, which Hu Shi
and other scholars were promoting in the 1920s.
13
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the Red Chamber Dream: a Critical Study of Two Annotated Manuscripts of the XVIIIth
Century (红楼探源) published in 1961, he criticizes Hu’s assertion that Jiaxu copy is the
oldest surviving manuscript. As Wu argues, the latest dated comment from Zhi in the
Jiaxu manuscript is written in Year Jiawu (甲午 1774) and there are many mistakes made
by the scribe, thus it could not be an original copy written and edited by Zhi or an early
exemplar from 1754 in fact, the manuscript should have been copied in between 1774 to
1863, the year the collector Liu Quanfu (刘铨福) got it. Wu thus points out that to name
it “Jiaxu” is inaccurate and calls the manuscript ““Zhi Canben” (脂残本; the fragmentary
copy with Zhi’s comments). He raises that same issue with the Gengchen manuscript, Wu
found the latest dated comment from this copy is in 1767, which is 7 years later than Year
Gengchen and thus he use “Zhi Jingben” (脂京本; the copy kept in Beijing with Zhi’s
comments) when referring to the Gengchen manuscript. Unlike other scholars around the
time who firmly believed Gao E to be the author of the last forty chapters of the book and
argue for the quality of the plots directly, Wu brought up the question about the
authorship of the whole 120 chapters: which exact part of the book is written by Cao and
which part is written by Gao? In order to solve this question, he starts from a textual
criticism of Jiaxu and Gengchen14 manuscripts and investigates on Cao’s and Zhi’s
identities. After that he analyzes Gao E’s influence the book and compares some of the
plots in the last 40 chapters to Cao’s intention shown in the earlier chapters and reaches a
conclusion that while Gao E had revised the whole book and added his own pieces to the

14

While Wu did not use these names of the manuscripts in his work, I choose to write with these terms to
keep accordance with other parts of the thesis and the names of the manuscripts used by current
scholars.
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end, there could be some parts of the last forty chapters that contain or reflect on Cao’s
original work. Although Wu’s argument did not attract the attention of most of the
scholars by that time, the discussion about the authorship of the last forty chapters has
been valued again in recent years and Gao E’s name has been removed from the
authoritative edition of The Dream of the Red Chamber.
Zhou Ruchang (周 汝昌; 1918-2012) is another influential scholar in Redology in the
20th and 21st centuries. He agrees with Hu Shi’s illustration of the story as an
autobiography of the author Cao Xueqin and published A New Textual Criticism On
<The Dream of the Red Chamber> (红楼梦新证) in 1953, further discussing the family
history and identity of Cao, including the genealogy of the whole family, the adoptions
among relatives, the birth and living place of Cao Xueqin and the exact life time of Cao.
He also includes a chapter relating Chinese history from the mid-Ming Dynasty (1592) to
1791 when Cheng first published the 120 chapters of the book. Zhou’s detailed research
shows a more rigorous analysis in connecting the story to Cao’s autobiography. Later in
1982, he gave a speech called “What is Redology” at Hebei Normal University (河北师
范大学). In the speech, he points out the uniqueness of the study of The Dream of the
Red Chamber and first defines Redology from a modern scholar’s view by dividing it up
into the study of Cao (曹学), the study of editions (版本学 including manuscripts and
print versions), the study of the commenter Zhi Yanzhai (脂学) and the study of the lost
part of the book (探轶学). At the same time, he states that due to the uniqueness of The
Dream of the Red Chamber, scholars should not force the book to fit western theories of
literary studies. He established the position of The Dream of the Red Chamber in the
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modern studies of Chinese literature and broadens the discussion of book from
manuscript study to the evaluation of its aesthetics as a great novel and a new part of
Chinese national culture in addition to the works of philosophers and poets from earlier
Dynasties. Zhou believes that Redology would become a “Xianxue15 (显学)” and
involves not just literature, but scholars from different fields. In 2004, after 56 years of
researching and editing with his brother Zhou Huchang (周 祜昌), Zhou published the
work The Association of the True <Story of the Stone> (石头记会真16), in which the two
gathered all the surviving manuscripts of The Dream of the Red Chamber by that time.17
It is divided into 10 books and arranged in a vertical layout, indicating the differences of
lines with notes on their origins. The work shows intuitively the distinctions among
different versions of the novel and has become a resource for the comparison of
manuscripts for later scholars.
Mao Zedong (毛 泽东 1893-1976), the former president of China, shows his influence
on Redology study from a politician’s point of view. As Zhou mentions, Mao indicated
his interests and attention in The Dream of the Red Chamber “suddenly” in 1953 (Zhou
还红学以红学 9). Mao stressed to his generals and followers that a man should read the
book at least five times. From his point of view, The Dream of the Red Chamber is a
novel that shows the darkness and odiousness of the feudal society and signifies the

15

A mainstream study of the age that is influential and connects to the real world while at the same time
arousing great attention from the society.
16
As Zhou Ruchang explains, Hui (会) means both gathering and understanding here and Zhen (真)
represents the original version of the story and the real intention and spirit of Cao.
17
The Biancang (卞藏) copy showed up in 2006 and thus is not included; the Jingcang (靖藏) copy was lost
and is not included either. There is a comparison with one of Cheng’s edition but Zhou did not signify
whether it is referring to the first (程甲) or the second (程乙).
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pursuit of the masses for light and beautiful life (徐 63). Mao also read the book as a
historical story and a people’s story about the class struggle, and therefore implies that
the book should be analyzed by the views and methods of Marxism instead of “the
philosophy of idealism from the bourgeois” (张, 徐 296). In 1954, he extended the
criticism from The Dream of the Red Chamber to other fields of studies including history,
literature, philosophy, sociology and so on and stated that the movement was not only for
criticizing, but “purging” (张, 徐 297). Under his suggestion, Redology studies in the
mainland China was limited to ideological analysis based on Marxism. Both Wu and
Zhou mention the limitation of the study influenced by Mao during 1950s and early 60s.
Even people like Hu Nianyi (胡 念贻; graduate student from Peking University and
researcher at The Literature Research Institute of the Chinese Academy of Social
Science) and Zhang Lingguang (张凌光; the then vice editor of People’s Education
Press) published articles with full paragraphs discussing the Soviet Union, the Atomic
Bomb, World Peace, how H2O becomes water under certain temperature (Zhang
Lingguang 18) to criticize Hu Shi’s Redology study.
This situation has gradually changed after the Cultural Revolution and scholars began
to review the focus of Redology. In 1979, a Redologist and scholar of Chinese literature,
Cai Yijiang (蔡义江 1934-) published an article “The Current Issues of the Study of The
Dream of the Red Chamber.” He directly points out that scholars should not just follow
everything said by the revolutionary leader but rather should think and analyze in
practical term with their own understanding of the literary work. Cai also stresses that
Mao’s words “bringing order out of chaos (拨乱反正)” does not means going from one
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extremity to the other; either to focus only on politics or only on the romantic
relationships of the story would be not good for Redology study. He also suggests using
scientific methods when analyzing the novel while maintaining a subjective view of the
earlier Redologists. As for his own work, he noted the uniqueness of the book as a
literary work. In one of his articles he states that The Dream of the Red Chamber is a
novel based on the author’s own experience of life and thus is close to reality and shows
the details of peoples’ lives in the Qing Dynasty, from culture to eating habits. He points
out how Cao builds the characters with mixed characteristics, unlike in many other
traditional Chinese novels where people are easily categorized. He also appreciates the
aesthetic structure of Cao’s writing and the skillful implications created by playing with
certain words. In 2005, a famous Chinese writer (刘 心武) Liu Xinwu opened the
discussion of Qixue (秦学; the study focusing on the character Qin Keqin 秦可卿). Qin
Keqin is included among the twelve main female characters in the story but only shows
up in a few chapters: she first appears in Chapter 5 and soon dies in Chapter 13. From
Liu’s point of view, although the descsription of Qin is limited, she is a crucial figure and
a reference to the daughter of Emperor (雍正)18 Yongzheng’s crown prince, who was
dethroned twice in history. However, Liu’s conclusion comes only from reading the
texts19 and lacks historical evidence and was thus heavily criticized by other scholars and
Redologists. In 2010, as the vice-president of the Institute of The Dream of the Red
Chamber, Cai gave another speech, “To the Healthy Road of Redology,” and proposed
that the new generation of scholars stay calm about the academic environment of

18

Emperor Qianlong’s father, reigned from 1723-1735.
For example, based on the sounds of the words, Liu interprets the first few lines of the prescription
given to Qin Keqin as being an encrypted message demanding that she commits to suicide.
19
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Redology studies and be pragmatic in the study; especially not to fall into blind alleys but
be open minded to different fields.
In general, in the last two hundred years the focus of Redology has moved from
merely a literary approach to a stress on textural criticism and biographical research, and
now in the process of balancing the two. Today Redology study has extended to an
international stage, including discussions from multiple geographical areas and different
fields. There are conferences held both in and outside China and the investigations of the
book involving subjects from classics, history, linguistic, law, clothes in the Qing
Dynasty, drinking and eating habits to management and translation studies. But as Zhang
Qingshan (张 庆善 1952-) the current President of the Institute of The Dream of the Red
Chamber mentions, Redology study should still mainly focus on using scientific methods
to analyze the existing manuscripts of the work while continuingly researching for the
new material. At the same time scholars should also be aware of the value of the book as
a great literary work.20

20

There are some other influential Redologists today that will be mentioned later in the thesis including
Cao Libo (曹 立波 1964-); permanent member of the council of the Institution of DRC) and Zheng Qinshan
(郑 庆山 1936-2007; Council of the Institution of DRC in Providence Heilongjiang, China).
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III. The Manuscript Study of The Dream of the Red Chamber
Since there is no authorized copy of Cao’s complete work that survives today, we can
only use the surviving manuscripts as references to the author’s intentions. Moreover, the
contents and qualities of these manuscripts are variable based on the different literary
levels of the scribes, the different exemplars used while copying and the different uses of
the manuscripts. The scribes might change Cao’s original texts based on their own
understanding of the story or by mistake. But even though the texts would not be 100
percent representations of the author’s idea, the study of the surviving manuscripts and
published editions of The Dream of the Red Chamber is still necessary to Redologists.
One of the significant examples of the distinctions among the different manuscripts is
the description of Daiyu’s eyes. In Chapter 3, when Daiyu first meets Baoyu, the narrator
describes her features through Baoyu’s point of view:
Her mist-wreathed brows at first seemed to frown, yet were not frowning;
Her passionate eyes at first seemed to smile, yet were not merry.
Habit had given a melancholy cast to her tender face;
Nature had bestowed a sickly constitution on her delicate frame.
Often the eyes swam with glistening tears;
Often the breath came in gentle gasps.
In stillness she made one think of a graceful flower reflected in the water;
In motion she called to mind tender willow shoots caressed by the wind.
She had more chambers in her heart than the martyred BiGan;
And suffered a tithe more pain in it than the beautiful Xi Shi. 21

21

The Story of Stone, translated by David Hawkes, 56-57.
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While Hawkes chose to use “passionate” and “yet were not merry” to describe Daiyu’s
eyes, in the surviving manuscripts there are actually nine different versions of the
description of Daiyu’s eyebrows and eyes:
Table I: The Variable Descriptions of Daiyu’s Look in Different Manuscripts
Manuscript

Chinese Texts

Literal translation of the line

两弯似蹙非蹙笼烟眉

Two eyebrows wreathed with mist that

一双似喜非喜含情目

seem frowning yet not/a pair of passionate

name
Jiaxu

eyes that seem merry yet not
* There are notations around the adjectives
describing the eyes that show that the
author might have not made a final
decision on the exact words
Yimao

两弯似蹙非蹙罥烟眉

Two eyebrows hanged with mist that seem

一双似笑非笑含露目

frowning yet not/a pair of eyes with
dewdrops that seem smiling yet not

Gengchen

两弯半蹙鹅眉

Two eyebrows that half-frowned like the

一对多情杏眼

neck of a swan/a pair of passionate round
eyes like apricots

Qihu/Qining

两弯似蹙非蹙罩烟眉

Two eyebrows covered with mist that seem

/Wangfu

一双俊目

frowning yet not/a pair of pretty eyes
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Yangcang

两弯似蹙非蹙冒烟眉

Two eyebrows that seem frowning yet not

一双似目

with mist coming out/a pair of eyes like
*adjective missing

Jiachen

*Same as Jiaxu

---

Shuxu

眉弯似蹙而非蹙

The curve of the eyebrows seems to frown

目彩欲动而仍留

yet not/the sight of the eyes intents to
move yet remains

E’cang

两弯似蹙非蹙罥烟眉

Two eyebrows hanged with mist that seem

一双似泣非泣含露目

frowning yet not/a pair of eyes with dew
that seem weeping yet not

Biancang

两弯似蹙非蹙罥烟眉

Two eyebrows hanged with mist that seem

一双似飃非飃含露目

frowning yet not/a pair of eyes with dew
that seem floating yet not

Among these descriptions, Qihu and Yangcang’s lines are missing adjectives and could
not pair up with the description of Daiyu’s eyebrows in the precious line; Gengchen and
Shuxu’s lines indicate a change in the pattern of both lines of eyebrows and eyes and thus
are also omitted by most scholars. The Biancang copy has appeared only in the last ten
years and is kept privately, so there is further study needed on the quality of the texts.
The smiling description in Yimao is also usually omitted because it is inferior compared
to the rest. However, while scholars agree on that Daiyu’s eyebrows should be “似蹙非
蹙罥烟眉” as this description appears in most of the manuscripts, there are debates about
whether “喜 (xi; merry)” in Jiaxu and Jiachen or “泣 (qi; weeping)” in E’cang is a better
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description for her eyes. In both of the published Cheng and Gao’s versions of The
Dream of the Red Chamber Daiyu’s eyes are described as “merry (喜)” and “passionate
(情).” In the recent edition published by People's Literature Publishing House, scholars in
the Research Institution of Redology choose “weeping (泣)” and “with dews (露).” But
this is not a perfect answer, as Cai Yijiang (蔡 义江) points out: although the word
weeping is aesthetically superior than the other texts, it also shows a degree of repetition
with the later description of “Often the eyes swam with glistening tears” and the
pronunciation of “qi [weeping] ” does not fit precisely the rhyme of the sentence and the
irregular usage of words in a rhyming sentence is not Cao’s writing style. Therefore, the
description of Daiyu’s eyes remains uncertain in Redology.
The titles of some chapters in the book are also variable among different manuscripts.
For instance, there are five versions of the title of Chapter 8:
Table II: The Variable Titles of Chapter 8 in Different Manuscripts
Manuscript

Chinese Texts

Literal Translation of the Texts

Jiaxu

薛宝钗小恙梨香

Xue Baochai feels (a little bit) of an ailment

院

at Lixiang Yard; Jia Baoyu is greatly drunk
in Jiangyun Pavilion

贾宝玉大醉绛芸
轩
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Yimao/Gengchen/ 比通灵金莺微露
Yangcang

意

Jinying shows her tiny intention when
comparing Tongling jade; Daiyu attempts
Baochai with half irony

探宝钗黛玉半含
酸
Jiachen

贾宝玉奇缘识金

Jia Baoyu gets to know the golden locket

锁

through strange fate; Xue Baochai becomes
familiar with Tongling jade in a coincidence.

薛宝钗巧合认通
灵
Shuxu/E’cang

薛宝钗小宴梨香

Xue Baochai holds a small party at Lixiang

院

Yard; Jia Baoyu takes advantage of his
drunkness in Jiangyun Pavilion

贾宝玉逞醉绛云
轩
Mengfu/Qixu

拦酒兴李奶母讨

Nannie Li becomes annoying by stoping

/Biancang

厌

(Baoyu) when he wants to drink; Childe Jia
is angry and hurls the teacup

掷茶杯贾公子生
嗔
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In traditional Chinese novels, a title is usually a brief summary of the story that
happened in the chapter. In Chapter 8, the main character Jia Baoyu comes to visit Xue
Baochai at her place, Lixiang Yard, because she did not feel well. They talk for a while
and exchange their amulets with each other to look at. Baoyu’s is a piece of jade that he
was born with in his mouth, and Baochai’s is a golden locket engraved with a sentence
received from a monk when she was a little girl. Baochai’s maid, Jinying, jokes about
how the two amulets pair with each other. Then Daiyu comes and feels a little jealous
seeing the other two together (there are complex romances among the three). The three
eat and drink with Baochai and her mother Aunt Xue for dinner, and Baoyu is unhappy
with his Nannie Li for she tries to stop him from drinking. Then Baoyu goes back to his
place, Jiangyun Pavilion, and becomes angry when he finds out that Nannie Li drank his
tea and ate the dessert that he saved for one of his maids. Thus he hurls the cup and
dismisses the maid Qianxue (茜雪) who brought him tea before finally going to sleep. In
this case, each version of the title focuses on a different plot of the story: while Jiaxu and
Shuxu’s seem to cover both plots at Baochai and Baoyu’s places, the two titles do not
mention the crucial plot point of exchanging the amulets; the title from Jiachen, on the
contrary, focuses merely on the plots between Baochai and Baoyu; the Yimao version
successfully indicates the conversation among the three main characters but it misses the
plot after Baoyu goes back. In the Mengfu version, the title seems to balance the two
parts of the plots, but it completely ignores the talk among three main characters. While
serving as a summary, the title should also highlight the mainstream narrative of the book
and thus different titles of the chapter show different understandings of the story in
general. For instance, in Cheng and Gao’s version, they choose Jiachen’s title to indicate
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the relationship between Baoyu and Baochai because this title coincides with Gao E’s
ending chapters, in which the two get married, while Daiyu dies 22 chapters before the
ending of the book. People's Literature Publishing House chooses the Yimao one to
balance the romantic relationship among the three main characters. The Mengfu version,
although it seems odd at first, signifies some plots mentioned only in Zhi’s comments:
based on Zhi’s words, the maid Qianxue would be an important character when Baoyu is
imprisoned after the fall of the family, and thus the Mengfu title also has its unique value.
Thus in order to get a more accurate understanding of Cao’s original ideas of the
characters and stories, it is certainly worthwhile for scholars to study the manuscripts of
The Dream of the Red Chamber rather than only relying upon a single version.
As briefly mentioned in the introduction, the different editions of the book could
generally be divided into two systems: the manuscripts system with Zhi’s comments, and
the printed versions of Cheng and Gao. In the system of Zhi there are 13 surviving
manuscripts and three of them (Jiaxu, Yimao, Gengchen) are named The Re-evaluation of
the Story of the Stone by Zhi Yanzhai and are seen by most of the scholars as the
manuscripts that are closest to Cao’s original thoughts. According to the notes written in
each of them, Zhi has evaluated the book at least four times, but only three manuscripts
survived. The other manuscripts are all gathered from variable exemplars and may even
be affected by Cheng and Gao’s version or add the last forty chapters to the end and thus
show different qualities of the texts.
There are two versions of the book published by Cheng and Gao. Both are named The
Tapestry Portrait version of the Dream of the Red Chamber and contain 120 chapters.
The first version was printed in 1791 (Chengjia 程甲) with a preface from Cheng
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explaining how and why he published the book and Gao’s introduction of how he
emended the story. It indicates a large number of changes to the lines from the
manuscripts to fit the plots in the last 40 chapters. There are now more than 10 copies that
are kept by many institutions, such as the National Library of China, the Literature
Research Institute of the Chinese Academy of Social Science, Peking University, Taiwan
University and individuals.
The second version, Chengyi (程乙) was published several months after, in 1792. It
maintains the format and illustrations of the first edition but there is another preface
added to explain the reason for reprinting. Although published only a few months later,
there are more than 20,000 words different from the first edition, showing a further
change to the story. This edition has more surviving copies than the Chengjia one, and,
copies are kept both privately and by institutions such as the National Library of China,
Shanghai Library, Hangzhou Library and Shandong Library.

The List of the Manuscripts of The Dream of the Red Chamber 22
A. Jiaxu (甲戌) copy, Shanghai, Shanghai Museum
The title of the book in this manuscript is The Re-evaluation of the Story of the Stone
by Zhi Yanzhai, indicated in the beginning of each chapter. It was copied from an earlier
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Reference for this section:
郑, 庆山. 红楼梦的版本及其校勘 (Zheng Qingshan, The Variable Editions of Dream of the Red Chamber
and Emendations)
蔡义江. 《红楼梦》‘卞藏本’异文说. （Cai Yijiang, “The Different Texts from the Biancang
Manuscript”）
冯, 其庸, ed. 〈石头记〉古钞本汇编. (Feng Qiyong ed. The Collection of the Manuscripts of The Story of
the Stone)
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copy re-edited by Zhi in Year Jiaxu (甲戌, 1754) and has “Zhiyanzhai (脂砚斋 Redinkstone)” written on the lower part of the fore edge of the copy and thus might indicate
that it was a copy used by Zhi himself.23 This is the only surviving manuscript with
explanatory notes. It also includes an eight-line poem at the beginning. There are 16
chapters remaining, including 1-8, 13-16 and 25-28. The Jiaxu copy contains the earliest
and highest texts quality among all the surviving manuscripts and is also highly valued
for the large number of Zhi’s comments, including one that indicates the death year of
Cao. The manuscript was bought by a Chinese scholar, Hu Shi, in 1927 and the facsimile
of it was first published in 1961 in Taiwan.

B. Yimao (乙卯) copy, Beijing. National Library of China (chapters 1-20, 31-40, 61-70);
National Museum of China (the second half of chapter 55 to the first half of 59)
The title of the book is The Re-evaluation of the Story of the Stone by Zhi Yanzhai. On
the content page of the forth volume there is a line saying “the definitive version in the
winter of Year Yimao (1759) after the forth re-edition by Zhi.” It retains the first 20
chapters: 31-40, 61-70 and the second half of 55 to the first half of 59. Zhi’s comments
only appears after Chapter 11. In the Yimao copy, Chapters 17 and 18 are not separated
yet, Chapter 19 does not have a title and Chapter 64 and 67 were copied at a different
time. Due to taboos on using of the words “Xiang (祥)” and “Xiao (晓)24,” this MS was
believed to have been copied from the private copy of the House of Price Yi of the Qing

23

Scholars dispute about the gender and identity of Zhi. I use “himself” here for convenience.
In traditional Chinese culture, the names of superior people (such as the Emperor or people who are
highly respected in the family) would sometimes be written with a slight change to the original Chinese
character as a way of showing respect.
24
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Dynasty. It was then photocopied and published by Shanghai Classics Publishing House
in 1980.

C. Gengchen (庚辰) copy, Beijing, Peking University Library, NC/5753/5616.7
The title is The Re-evaluation of the Story of the Stone by Zhi Yanzhai. It has the note
“the definitive version in the autumn of Year Gengchen (1760) after the forth re-edition
of Zhi” and contains the first 80 chapters except chapters 64 and 67. Within these
chapters, Chapter 17 and 18 are still unseparated and Chapter 19 does not have a title.
Chapter 75 lacks the poems for the mid-Autumn festival, and Chapter 80 does not have a
title. This is the last definitive version with Zhi’s comments before the death of Cao;
there are many comments in chapters 12-28 but none in the first 11 chapters. It was first
published in 1955 in Beijing.

D. Qihu (戚沪) copy, Shanghai, Shanghai Library (1-40)
The title of the book in this manuscript is The Story of the Stone, which appeares both
on the contents page and the fore edge and was acquired by Qi Liaosheng from
Qianlong’s Years (1735-1795). The book has a preface written by Qi and thus was also
referred as the Story of the Stone with the Preface from Qi. Although half of the copy
might have lost due to a fire in Shanghai Library in 1921, the book had been photocopied
and a facsimile was published by Youzheng Press with the title The Original Manuscript
of the Dream of the Red Chamber in the Beginning of the Republic of China. There were
three printings: 1911-1912, 1920 and 1927. In the surviving forty chapters, only 32
Chinese characters were shown differently from the printed book. The published copy is
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also called the Youzheng copy; it was the first copy that was published after the
Chenggao version.

E. Qining (戚宁) copy, Nanjing, Nanjing Library, GJ/I/622
This manuscript shares an exemplar with the Qihu one. While there are only minor
differences between the two, they are sometimes together referred as the “Qixu (戚序)”
copy. This MS was copied later than the Qihu manuscript and is well-formed, with all 80
chapters including the separation between chapters 17 and 18 and the titles of chapters 19
and 80.

F. Wangfu (蒙府) copy, Beijing, National Library of China
Named The Story of the Stone, the characters “the Seventh Lord (柒爷王爷)” appear
on the last page of Chapter 71, and thus this copy is recognized as having been owned by
an aristocratic family in the Qing Dynasty. It contains 120 chapters. Chapters 57-62;
Chapter 67 and chapters 81-120 were copied from the first published Chenggao version,
and the manuscript must have been copied after 1791. It is the only manuscript with
comments written in black on the side of each line in Chapter 67.

G. Yangcang/Menggao (杨藏/梦稿) copy, Beijing, The Literature Research Institute of
the Chinese Academy of Social Science
This manuscript was originally collected and kept by Yang Jizhen with his notes
written on the front page: “The hand-written copy of The Dream of the Red Chamber
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with 120 chapters revised by Lanshu Tai Shi25. The ten missing chapters from 41 to 50
were interpolated from the published version. Noted by Jizhen.” It is divided into 12
volumes with 10 chapters for each. The first 80 chapters contains a few comments from
Zhi, but the whole book was copied from different earlier copies and was emended based
on the second published Chenggao version. At the end of Chapter 78, there are four
characters saying “Lanshu has reviewed” but the style of the calligraphy is different from
the poems written by Lanshu (Gao E). This book was edited and published in 1963 with
the title The Manuscript of the 120 Chapters of the Dream of the Red Chamber in
Qianlong’s Years.

H. Jiachen/Mengue (甲辰/梦觉) copy, Beijing, National Library of China, 18352
The title of the book that appears along with the chapter titles is The Dream of the Red
Chamber. It has a preface written by Master Mengjue in Year Jiachen (甲辰, 1784), five
years earlier than the Shuxu copy. The main content of this copy follows the Gengchen
manuscript, but it appears to share the same original copy with the first published
Chenggao version. There are 45 distinct comments not written by Zhi, and in the
beginning of Chapter 19 there is a comment saying “there are too many comments in the
original copy and they are cluttered and might be mixed with the main content. Now [I]
delete them to help readers to taste and explore the intelligence of the author.” Therefore,
only 208 of Zhi’s comments survive in this copy and nearly all of them are in the first 40
chapters. There are also descriptions of characters copied in a smaller font size, which are

25

兰墅太史 Referring to Gao E. “Lanshu” is used as his other name and “Tai Shi” is the title of him as an
officer.
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all deleted later in Chenggao’s version. This manuscript was published in 1989, under the
title “The Jiachen Version of the Dream of the Red Chamber.”

I. Shuxu (舒序) copy, Bejing, Capital Library of China
In this manuscript, the title that appears in the beginning of each chapter is The Dream
of the Red Chamber. It contains a preface written by Shu Yuanwei in Year Yiyou (己酉,
1789) and the first 80 chapters of the book. In the surviving first half of the book,
chapters 17 and 18 are separated with distinct titles and there are comments that are not
from Zhi at the end of chapters 15 and 40. The description of the death of Qin Zhong in
this copy is different from that in Jiaxu, Yimao and Gengchen, but is similar to that in the
E’cang one; Chapter 23, 24 are the same as Zhengcang. The main texts have been revised
and all the comments from Zhi are deleted.

J. E’cang (俄藏) copy, Saint Petersburg, The Institute of Oriental Manuscripts at Saint
Petersburg
There is no general title or list of contents of the book in this copy, but the name The
Story of the Stone appears along with the titles of the chapters. In the beginning of
Chapter 10 and the ending of Chapter 63, 64, 72 there are inscriptions of “The Dream of
the Red Chamber.” The manuscript contains the first 80 chapters except chapters 5 and 6.
Although chapters 17 and 18 still share one title, there is a note in the middle of the two
chapters to indicate the division. As in the Gengchen copy, the riddles are missing from
Chapter 22, and chapters 79 and 80 are not separated yet. The manuscript contains many
comments at the heads of the pages and between the lines, but they are not from Zhi. The
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copy was brought to Russia by Pavel Kurliandtsev in 1832 and was published in Beijing
under the names of the two countries in 1984.

K. Zhengcang (郑藏) copy, Beijing, National Library of China
This manuscript contains only chapters 23 and 24. The name of the book indicated in
each chapter is The Story of the Stone, but the name that appears on the fore edge is The
Dream of the Red Chamber. The two chapters were copied separately: according to
Zheng Qingshan’s studies, the text in Chapter 23 is copied from an earlier copy, while
Chapter 24 shares the same exemplar as Yangcang and E’cang. It might have been copied
in the same time period as those two manuscripts, when the name of the book was
changing from The Story of the Stone to The Dream of the Red Chamber. It was
published in 1991.

L. Jingcang (靖藏) copy, Lost
The manuscript, with the first 80 chapters except chapters 28 and 29, was kepy by Jing
Yingkun. It appeared in Nanjing in 1959 but was then lost at Jing’s house. Before that, a
man named Mao Guoyao had an opportunity to read the manuscript and had copied 168
of Zhi’s comments that are different from the Youzheng copy. According to these notes,
this is a valuable manuscript copied from a relatively earlier time. It is the only known
copy that contains the same explanatory notes and the poem as the one in Jiaxu. The
name of the building in Chapter 13 is “Xifan (西帆)” instead of “Tianxiang (天香)”,
which coincides with a building’s name mentioned in Cao Xueqin’s grandfather’s poem.
Also, while Chapter 67 is missing in most of the copies, Jing’s copy not only has that but
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also includes four of Zhi’s notes referring to the family background of Cao, the draft of
the novel and the plots of the lost chapters. The comments copied by Mao were published
in a journal of Redology in 1985.

M. Biancang (卞藏) copy, Private
This manuscript was found in June, 2006 in Shanghai and was purchased by Bian
Yiwen. It has the first ten chapters and the titles of chapters 33 to 80. Compared to the
Jiaxu copy, the texts are variable and the quality of the content is not as good as Jiaxu.
However, this version of the text shows no evidence of being affected by the revision of
Cheng and Gao. Based on Cai Yijiang’s studies, this might be a late copy from
manuscripts that included Zhi’s comments. There is also unique information from this
manuscript, for instance, it uses the character 飃 (piao, means to float) when describing
Daiyu’s eyebrows.
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IV. The Major Focuses of Redology
The Study of Cao
Because scholars now agree that The Dream of the Red Chamber is a story based on
the author Cao’s family background and life experience, it is important to study the
family history of Cao in order to better understand the author’s ideas behind the texts.
A branch of Cao’s family had served the Manchu26 emperors for generations (Xia
247). The author’s great-grandfather, Cao Xi (曹 玺) was born in the northeastern part of
China and was nominated as the commissioner of the Imperial Textile Mills in Nanjing in
1663, after he pacified the rebellion in Shanxi,27 and the family stayed in southern China.
Figure I. The Main Family Tree of Cao Xueqin
曹玺(Cao Xi 1620-1684)
曹宣(Cao Xuan)

曹寅(Cao Yin 1658-1712)

曹

曹颙(Cao Yong)

(Cao Fu)

曹雪芹(Cao Xueqin)

曹天佑(Cao Tianyou)

As Figure I shows, Cao Xi had two sons Yin and Xuan (Zhou, Xinzheng, 34) and Yin
became the commissioner of the Imperial Textile Mills first in Suzhou (1690) and later in
Nanjing (1693). Cao Yin was greatly favored by the Emperor Kangxi: in the six southern

26

The emperors in the Qing Dynasty are all from a minority group Man (满) instead of the major ethic
group Han (汉) in China.
27
A providence in the north part of China.
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tours the Emperor took in his reign, he stayed in Cao Yin’s House five times. While
hosting the emperor could gain his favor, it also required a large amount of money and
thus involved defalcations that the later generations could not make up. Yin himself was
also a poet and a collector of books and was appointed by Kangxi to print literary works
from the former dynasties such as The Complete Poems of the Tang Dynasty. He had two
daughters and both were married to princes of aristocratic families. After Yin’s death
(1712), his son Yong inherited his position as the officer of the Imperial Textile Mills of
Nanjing but soon died in 1715 (Yong’s son Cao Tianyou was not born yet). The Emperor
then ordered one of Cao Xuan’s sons, Cao Fu, to be adopted to Cao Yin’s side of the
family and inherit the official post. However, after the death of Kangxi in 1722, the
family lost the favor of the emperor. Due to the defalcations and a former close
relationship with Kangxi’s ninth son, Yintang28 (胤禟), in 1728, Cao’s House was
searched under the command of the new Emperor Yongzheng. The properties in Nanjing
were confiscated and the family was moved to Beijing.
The rise and fall of the family leads to another question for scholars: which part of the
family history did the author Cao Xueqin experience? As the third generation since the
rise of his grandfather Cao Yin, did he have a chance to see the prosperous time of the
family? Because he was not a government officer, there are not many historical
references to his birth and death dates, which scholars can only deduce from the dates
noted by Zhi and Cao’s other friends. Based on the poems and comments written after
Cao’s death, scholars generally agree that Cao died around 1762-1764 and did not reach

28

The new emperor Yongzheng was the fourth son of Kangxi and was not in the same party as his ninth
brother.
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his 50s. The birth year of Cao creates a larger debate among Redologists. One of the key
pieces of evidence argued about by the scholars is a lament written by Cao’s friend.
Duncheng29 (敦诚). His poem “A Lament to Cao Xueqin,” starts with the line “四十年华
付杳冥.30” In this sentence, the last three characters refer to the underground world far
away and the first four characters indicate the number of Cao’s age, four-ten (四十).
Zhou and Cai thus argued that Cao Xueqin died when he was forty years old, because the
person’s age would not be changed in the traditional laments. If this is the case, then
when the family moved from Nanjing to Beijing, Cao Xueqin was only around 4 to 6
years old. Cai thus points out that Cao learned all his knowledge of the life in the great
family from other people’s mouths, as stories of the family (Cai 追踪石头 3). However,
Wu offered another possible explanation of Cao’s birth time. In his opinion, the word
“four-ten” could not represent the exact age of Cao as forty. In ancient poetry, it is hard
for authors to keep the exact number while finding rhymes that are in accord with the
line. So although all numbers from one to nine except three would fit the rhyme of this
poem, the usage of two numbers appearing together in traditional Chinese poems is not
the direct reading of the two numbers; rather, the two are in a multiplicative relationship.
For instance, the age two-eight referred to sixteen years old, and only when a number
indicates dozens would the word “ten (十)” be used. In this case, Duncheng might choose
to use “ten” not as an exact number but as a general reference to the 40s. Wu also used

29

Duncheng and his brother Dunmin (敦敏) were both Cao’s close friends when he lived in Beijing. An
ancestor of the two brothers was the twelfth brother of the Qing Emperor Huangtaiji (皇太极 1592-1643)
but was later punished and removed his aristocratic title until his vindication by Emperor Qianlong in 1746.
Therefore, although Duncehng and Dunmin held official positions, they were not as recognized as other
Manchu aristocrates.
30
敦诚，《挽曹雪芹》, 《四松堂集》
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some details from Zhi’s comments to support his idea. For instance, as Zhi mentioned in
the Jiaxu copy, by that time (1754) Cao had already written and re-edited the book for ten
years. If he was only forty when he died, he must have started to write when he was 20,
which is possible but seems unlikely for such a great work. With these arguments, Wu
took a further guess based on Cao’s name. As a literatus of ancient China, Cao had many
names31. While “Xueqin” is used by his friends, his real name in the family is Zhan (霑).
As Wu noted, the word “Zhan” means the moisture from rain, with an indication of
getting something auspicious from the sky. Later, the word was often used when referring
to the emperor’s grace. Therefore, he might be born in 1715, when Kangxi ordered his
father to be adopted into Cao Yin’s branch and continued to work as the officer of the
Imperial Textile Mills in Nanjing (198). If Wu is correct, Cao Xueqin was 13 when his
family moved to Beijing. He had the memories from Nanjing (although not the most
prosperous age of his grandfather Yin) and started to write The Dream of the Red
Chamber around age 29. Because both Zhou and Cai and Wu’s arguments contain
uncertainty and conjectures, the birth year of Cao is still undetermined in Redology
studies, but we can accept a range of 1715 to 1724.
There are few records of the personal life of Cao. When Emperor Qianlong came to
power in 1735, Cao’s father Fu was nominated again as a Supernumerary Executive
Officer and regained the Emperor’s favor. Cao had the chance to take the imperial
examination and work for the Emperor, but he did not. He became an instructor of a

31

As a tradition, in ancient China a man may have the name Ming (名) from his parents and Zi (字) as a
supplement to Ming after he becomes adult. Hao (号) is the name one refers to himself to show his own
feelings or experiences. In general, Ming is used when referred to by elder generations, while Zi and Hao
are more used among peers.
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school for some Manchu offspring and met Duncheng and Dunmin there. However as
shown in the Dun-brothers’ poems, by 1755, for unknown reasons Cao became
impoverished again and moved to the west suburbs of Beijing to write the book.
Although living a life of poverty, Cao showed a characteristic of being unconstrained by
reality. In Duncheng’s poem To Exchange the Sabre for Wine, Duncheng describes a
night when he met Xueqin, who did not have money to buy wine. After Duncheng
exchanged his sabre for wine, Xueqin was very happy and thanked him with a long poem
after they drank together. Although Xueqin’s poem was lost, Duncheng’s description of it
showed their friendship, Xueqin’s living conditions and his characteristic of living for
today.

The Study of Zhi
In Redology, the phrase “Zhi (Red Inkstone)’s comments” generally refers to the
comments written in the beginning of the chapters and inside the chapters on the top
edges of the pages or between the lines. The comments are all written in red in the Jiaxu
copy, but they are also shown in black in Gengchen and other copies. The comments are
generally called Zhi’s (脂) but are actually signed with different names including Jiwusou
(畸物叟), Meixi (梅溪) and Songzhai (松斋). Among these attributes, Zhi Yanzhao and
Jiwusou are shown most frequently in the manuscripts; Zhi’s comments are mostly
written during the years Jiaxu to Gengchen (1754-1760) and Jiwusou’s name appears
from Renwu (壬午 1762) until Dinghai (丁亥 1767). The latest dated comment in the
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Jiaxu copy mentions Zhi again in Year Jiawu32 (甲午 1774). As Zheng Qinshan points
out, the comments from Zhi are more often written in double lines between the sentences
of the main texts compared to those of Ji, who is more likely to write headnotes. Both
writers seem to share knowledge of Cao’s family history and childhood memories, so
scholars debate about whether they are the same person and who they are.
Zhou Ruchang, for example, argues that Jiwusou is another pseudonym used by Zhi
when he33 gets older. Zhou points out an important line of the comments, in which the
writer states that when he reviewed the book, every time he would write comments to the
edges of the pages in addition to the original comments. Zhou therefore believes that this
statement is referring to the former comments written by the same person and the reason
that Ji writes in different places of the pages compared to Zhi is not because of his habit,
but only because there is no place to add in between the lines because this space is filled
with his previous comments. Furthermore, Zhou argues that Zhi is Cao’s wife. One of the
significant pieces of evidence he uses is the latest dated comment from the Jiaxu copy: “I
only wish that the Creator would make one other Qin and one other Zhi to write another
copy of the book, and we two could also rejoice greatly from hearts under the nether
world.” 34 From Zhou’s point of view, here Zhi is indicating his companionship and
association with someone who has already died, and thus the relationship between the
writer and the author should be close, like that of a couple.

32

In the JIngcang copy the year is Jiashen (甲申 1764).
Although Zhou argues that Zhiyanzhai is a female, I use “he” to refer to the commentator in accord with
other parts of the thesis.
34
今而后惟愿造物主再出一芹一脂，是书副本，余二人亦大快遂心于九泉矣。The translation is my
own.
33
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Wu Shichang in this case agrees with Zhou’s idea that the two commentators are in
fact one person, but Wu argues that Zhi is one of Cao’s uncles and the model for Baoyu
in the book. As Wu points out, the style, emotion, and tone of the comments under the
two names are similar. He lists the lines that were the same or similar but were assigned
to both in different manuscripts: many lines that were nameless in the Jiaxu copy (which
scholars usually assumed to be Zhi’s) were under Jiwusou’s name in the Gengchen and
other copies. For instance, in Chapter 25 of the Jiaxu Copy, there is a line saying, “It is
such a pity to be not able to see Brother Yu (玉) ‘let go his hold from the cliff35’!” In the
Gengchen copy this becomes “It is such a pity to be not be able to see Baoyu ‘let go his
hold from the cliff.’ Summer of Dinghai, Jiwusou.” Wu thus states that the two writers of
the comments are actually one person who wrote the comments at different times. Wu
then argues that the tone of Zhi referring to Baoyu is like Baoyu is referring to himself.
One of the examples he offers is in Chapter 21, when Baoyu continues to write
Chuangcius, Zhi writes: “Who do you think I am? (Am I someone) dares to continue the
Chuangcius? ”36 Wu points out that Zhi even shows a sense of self-abasement here while
the action is performed by Baoyu, thus Zhi knows that he is the model for the character
Baoyu. Moreover, Wu compares Zhi’s life experience shown in the comments (e.g.,
losing his mother in childhood and having elder sisters) and states that Zhi is the elder
generation to Cao and might be a younger brother of the author’s father, Cao Fu.
Cai Yijiang argues that Zhi and Ji are two persons and Ji is Cao Xueqin’s father. Cai
points out a line written by Jiwusou after the death of Cao in Chapter 22 of the Jingcang

35

悬崖撒手, a phrase in Chinese indicating proceed without hesitation; here Zhi is referring to the later
plot of how Baoyu becomes a monk.
36
Translated by my own from Wu’s interpretation to the original text, p.157.
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copy of: “In the last few years, Qinxi (芹溪)37, Zhiyan (脂砚), Xingzhai (杏斋) all passed
by one after the other. Now there is only the old man left here in the summer of
Dinghai,”38 which clearly states that the two are not the same person. In addition, Cai
mentions that the tone of Ji shows more authority than Zhi. For instance, Ji requires Cao
to change the plot of (秦 可卿) Qin Keqin’s disgrace and death in Chapter 13 with the
word “ask Qin (芹) to delete,” and, compared to Zhi, Ji is more likely to recall the earlier
family history of Cao, such as Cao’s grandfather Cao Yin’s yard and words. Cai also
interprets the quote of “the other Qin and Zhi” differently compared to Zhou. From Cai’s
point of view, if Zhi is still alive, so there is no reason for creating “one other Zhi.” Thus
the comment is not written by Zhi and the word “we two” does not refer to Zhi and Cao,
but rather means “we two as parents” from a father’s point of view.
Although Redologists today cannot determine the exact identities of the
commentator(s), scholars in general agree that the commentator has a close relationship
with the author Cao and is likely to be one of his family members. They therefore value
Zhi’s comments. As mentioned above, the comments offer evidence of Cao’s life and his
family background to support the arguments about the autobiographical characteristics of
the book and the information about Cao’s lifetime and the time the book was written.
They also record the changes made by the author and mention the plots in the lost ending
part of the book. In addition, like other commentators of novels, Zhi also comments on
Cao’s words and writing style, and these comments help readers to understand the
aesthetic value of Cao’s work. As John G. Y. Wang mentions in his article “The Chih-

37
38

芹溪, another name used by Cao Xueqin.
The line except for the middle part of names also appears in the Gengchen copy. Cai, 460.
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yen-chai39 Commentary and the Dream of the Red Chamber: A Literary Study,” the
commentator uses “a series of short, catchy, descriptive phrases known as the
‘techniques’(法)” (208), including “the writing of the historiographer” and the
description of “the grey line of a grass snake” (211). With Zhi’s comments, modern
readers and scholars are able to understand the book more closely to Cao’s perspective.

The Intended Ending of the book
Although now we can only see most parts of the first eighty chapters of the book,
Cao’s distinct writing style with its foreshadowing, and the comments from his
commentators and friends, allow us to have some general knowledge of what would
happen in the last few chapters, including both the endings of the Families and the lives
of some specific characters.
Many times in his writing Cao indicated the tragic ending of the story. For instance, in
Chapter 2 when Leng Zixing (冷 子兴) is explaining the background of the Family of Jia,
he signs that “nowadays both the Rong (荣) and Ning (宁)40 mansions are in a greatly
reduced state compared with what they used to be” as an indication of their falling
situation, and at the same time he describes the status of the family as “The beast with a
hundred legs is a long time dying” (29), which suggests that although the fall of the
family has started, it will take a long time for them to completely lose their money and
power, thus foreshadowing the tragic ending of the book. In addition, in Chapter 5, when

39
40

The Cantonese pronunciation of Zhiyanzhai
Rong and Ning, the two branches of Houses from the Jia Family.
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Baoyu visits the Land of Illusion while dreaming, he sees the futures of the girls in the
story in the songs about them. In the epilogue of the songs, the author reviews the ending
of the book:
Epilogue: The Birds Into The Wood Have Flown
The office jack’s career is blighted,
The rich man’s fortune now all vanished,
The kind with life have been requited,
The cruel exemplarily punished;
The one who owed a life is dead,
The tears one owed have all been shed.
Wrongs suffered have the wrongs done expiated;
The couplings and the sunderings were fated.
Untimely death sin in some past life shows,
But only luck a blest old age bestows.
The disillusioned to their convents fly,
The still deluded miserably die.
Like birds who, having fed, to the woods repair,
They leave the landscape desolate and bare. (Hawkes 100)
In these lines, Cao first states the ending of the Families as being “blighted and vanished”
in general, and then implies fates of specific characters such as the tears-owning Daiyu
and the luck of Qiaojie (巧姐) because of her mother (熙凤) Xifeng’s kindness. In the
last two lines, Cao indicates that by the end of the story all the characters would follow
their own fates and leave the original prosperous family. Furthermore, there are many
plotlines in the first eighty chapters that either increase the crimes that would cause the
fall at the end or show the decline of the family. For example, in Chapter 15, Xifeng
helps the prioress to manage a betrothed marriage without noticing Lady Wang and
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others in the family. Although after her interruption the betrothed couple were dead,
Xifeng gets three thousand teals of silver at home and thus starts to use her power: she
“undertook many more ventures of a similar nature – far more than we could give an
account of in this history” (259). In this way, Cao uses only one line but clearly suggests
how Xifeng later benefits from the privilege of her position and adds crimes to the family
gradually. Later in Chapter 22, when Grandmother Jia and the younger generations were
making riddles for the lantern festival, Jia Zheng (贾 政), as a living character of the
family, for the first time in the book points out the “tragic and inauspicious” (406) future
shown in the riddles. By Chapter 74, after the searching and confiscating of the Garden,
the family party of the mid-Autumn festival shows much desolation and cheerlessness
compared to the family events that happened in the earlier chapters. Therefore, by the end
of the first eighty chapters, Cao has settled the doom of the family and the tragic mood of
the story.
In addition to the author’s illustrations in the texts, the commentator Zhi’s words
could also help us to know more about Cao’s intentions for the ending. In Zhi’s
comments, he mentions many subplots after the eighty chapters along with the author’s
foreshadowing. For instance, in Chapter 18 there are four plays shown when Yuanchun
(元春) comes back to visit the Family. All the plays were popular ones in Cao’s age, but
Zhi points out that each of them is referring to a specific event of the story, including the
fall of the Family Jia, the death of Yuanchun, the scene of Zhen Baoyu returning the jade
(or Baoyu) and the death of Daiyu, and these four events are the great collisions and
crucial parts of the story. If Zhi did not note these specifically, it would be hard for
scholars to know Cao’s exact intentions when choosing these plays. Another significant
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example of Zhi’s intentions is in Chapter 20: when Baoyu takes care of the sick Xi’ren,
Zhi praises Xi’ren as “carrying from the beginning through the end” (Gengchen 447),
which might be part of the title of a chapter after 80 and involve a subplot of how Xi’ren
helps Baoyu after the doom of the family. Later, when Baoyu combs (麝月) Sheyue’s
hair, Zhi points out that when Xi’ren (袭人) gets married, she would ask Baoyu to at least
keep Sheyue as a maid around him. Zhi confirms that Baoyu listened to Xi’ren’s words in
Chapter 21 when mentioning that Baoyu has Baochai as his wife and Sheyue as his maid
but still chooses to become a monk Zhi also mentions some plots that Cao has written or
planned but may not be suggested in the first 80 chapters, such as how Qianxue and
Xiaohong (小红) come to visit Baoyu at the Temple of the God of Prison after the
downfall of Jia, and how (湘云) Xiangyun’s kylin41 would leads her to a marriage with
Wei Ruolan (卫 若兰), a male character who has never shown up in the surviving
chapters. Furthermore, Zhi shows many comparison scenes before and after the fall of the
Jia Family. For instance, in Chapter 19 when Baoyu goes to Xi’ren’s home but Xi’ren
feels that she could not find appropriate food for him, Zhi wrote: “compare to ‘getting
choked by pickled and salted vegetables in the cold winter and wrapping a broken blanket
in a snowing night’ later,” as an indication of the huge drop of Baoyu’s life in the later
chapters (Gengchen 410); Zhi also shows how Daiyu’s place in the Garden would change
from being “full of prosperous bamboos that create amiable sounds when the wind passes
to a place of “fallen leaves and cold mist” (Gengchen 594). As a reader and commentator
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麒麟, translated as “unicorn” in Hawkes’ version. It is a four-footed animal that exists in traditional
Chinese myths; it represents luck.
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who had luckily read at least part of the chapters after 80, Zhi’s comments allow us as
readers hundreds of years later to have a peek at what happened in the later chapters.
As a reader of an earlier but completed draft of Cao’s work, Cao’s friend Mingyi (明
义) shows us the structure of the original story and some possibilities for the characters’
lives. In one of his collections42 there are twenty poems described about the draft of The
Dream of the Red Chamber. Although the story of the draft may be different from the
chapters we see now, based on Mingyi’s poems, many of the plots in the draft must have
coincided with the surviving chapters. These poems mostly follow the timeline of the
story, including subplots such as the daily life of Baoyu and his cousins and maids, the
exchange of handkerchiefs between Baoyu and Daiyu, the interaction between Baoyu and
Lady Wang’s maid, Yuchuan (玉钏), and the death of Qingwen. As Wu argues, the
poems start with the constructions of the Garden, which might suggest that the first 23
chapters were not shown up in Cao’s draft. Wu also thinks that these poems did not
strictly follow the timeline of the story. For instance, in Mingyi’s poems, Baoyu’s dream
with Fairy Jinghuan (警幻) happens after he moves into the Garden, whereas it appears in
Chapter 5 of the novel. Nevertheless, if the draft starts with the plots in the Garden, and
Cao had the intention of such a dream, he could only put it somewhere after the story
started and the characters are introduced. Because of Wu’s ideas about the uncertain
timeline of the poems, he and Zhou reach different conclusions about Mingyi’s
seventeenth poem. Here is a literal translation of the text:
The elegant Childe grows the bud of orchids
42

《绿烟琐窗集》, which I have translated literally as A Collection of Green Mist around the Decorated
Window.
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and the young and beautiful lady has not reached her sixteenth
Since they are still young, why not let them sleep in the same bedroom
with only a gauze separating the dreams.43
This poem is placed after the one describing Qingwen’s death and is followed by the
poem reviewing Daiyu’s fate and death. While Wu believes that the poem should refer to
the plot when Daiyu first comes to the House of Jia and lives with Baoyu in one room,
Zhou argues that it refers to the marriage of Baoyu and Baochai after Chapter 80. As
Zhou points out, the phrase “young and beautiful lady” (红粉佳人, literally: “the
beautiful pink girl”) in Chinese literature is always used when describing young married
women rather than teenage girls, and although the word “破瓜” (po-gua, literally: “a
broken melon”) usually refers to a sixteen-year-old girl44 in earlier poetry, in the novels
from Ming and Qing Dynasty it indicates more often the deflowering of a young virgin.
In addition, if Mingyi wants to show the close relationship between Baoyu and Daiyu, he
should have not added a “gauze” to their dreams. Therefore, the poem would not be
written for Daiyu, but for Baochai. Indeed, the description of Baochai in Cao’s The
Dream of the Red Chamber mentions her purity many times, which suggests that she
might remain a virgin. For example, in the first song of Chapter 5, The Mistaken
Marriage, the author writes,
And while my vacant eyes behold
Crystalline snows of beauty pure and cold,
From my mind cannot be banished
That fairy wood forlorn that from the world has vanished. (Hawkes 95)
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明义《题红楼梦》十七
锦衣公子茁兰芽，红粉佳人未破瓜。
少小不妨同室榻，梦魂多个帐儿纱。
The translation is my own.
44
The Chinese character “瓜” could be broken into two “八”, as the number eight in Chinese.
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From Zhou’s view, these lines suggest that after Baoyu gets married to Baochai, Baochai
is “pure and cold” as snow, and retains her virginity. Thus, Zhou believes that Mingyi’s
seventeenth poem refers to the story of Baoyu and Baochai after Chapter 80. However,
Zhou’s argument also has a weakness: if “未破瓜” (wei pu-guo; “have not broken”)
refers to the virginity of Baochai, the phrase “grows the bud of orchids” (茁兰芽) should
also indicate the virginity of Baoyu as a parallel both in the meaning of the sentence and
the structure of the verse. But in the book Baoyu has had sex in the beginning of Chapter
6 with his maid Xi’ren. Therefore, it is uncertain whether Cao has added Baoyu’s sex
scene to his final work or if Mingyi’s poem should be interpreted in other ways.
The nineteenth poem of Mingyi, indicates the ending of Cao’s draft:
Do not ask for the engagement with gold or the bond with wood
They both gather as spring dreams and disperse like mist
The stone lost its intelligence when it returned to the foot of the mountain
it is all in vain even if it could speak45
As Wu points out, the poem gives crucial information about Cao’s work, showing that the
draft Cao gave to Mingyi was a complete one with an ending according to Cao’s
intentions, in which the stone would finally go back to the original place. Moreover, Wu
suggests that the words, “石” and “能言” refer to classical allusions in the Spring and
Autumn Dynasty (春秋 B.C. 770-476): a king asks his fellow officer if a stone could
speak. The officer replies that if a ruler does not treat his people well, they would let the
things that cannot speak express their minds.46 Thus Wu believes that Mingyi has been
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明义《题红楼梦》十九
莫问金姻与玉缘，聚如春梦散如烟。
石归山下无灵气，纵使能言亦枉然。
The translation is my own.
46
《左传》昭公，昭公八年
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aware of the political meaning of Cao’s work since then. Although we are not able to
know if the interpretations of them are correct or how many plots Cao changed when he
revised the book, the illustrations of Mingyi’s poems offer information about Cao’s
original idea of the story and some possible versions of the fates of the characters.
By reviewing the hints of Cao, suggestions of Zhi and the ideas shown in Mingyi’s
poem, we can see that after Chapter 80, Baoyu would marry Baochai but their marriage
may not be happy; Daiyu might die before the complete doom; crimes would be
uncovered, including abuse of power and overuse of money, and the downfall of the
relatives from Xue (薛), Wang (王), Shi (史), and Jia family would continue to fall to the
point where Baoyu could not even eat decent food for normal families or wear enough
clothes in winter. The other girls would also follow their fates shown in the poems of
Chapter 5—most of them would either die in misery or leave the Family; even Baoyu’s
maids would all be gone except Sheyue. Some characters that seem insignificant in the
first few chapters would show up again later, including Qianxue and Jia Yun (贾 芸), and
they would help Baoyu or other members of the family at some point; after seeing all the
changes to the family, Baoyu would realize the inconstancy of the world and life and
choose to become a monk. At the end of the book, Baoyu’s jade would go back to the
foot of Mount Qinggeng (青埂峰) and turn back to the form of a rock with all its
experiences written on the surface.

Cheng and Gao’s Editing of the Book and the 120-Chapter Version
Cheng Weiyuan (?1745-?1818), was a publisher who sorted the surviving manuscripts
of The Dream of the Red Chamber and invited his friend Gao E (1758-1815?) to edit and
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revise the story. Together they managed to publish the book with 120 chapters in 1791,
with the name The Tapestry Portrait version of the Dream of the Red Chamber. In the
preface of the book, Cheng mentions:
The author of the book The Dream of the Red Chamber, originally named The
Story of the Stone, is unknown. No one knows who wrote the story; it is only
mentioned in the book that Mr. Cao Xueqin has made corrections and changes to
it many times. The busybodies could get dozens of gold every time when they
copied the book and sold it in the market…The book was originally 120 chapters
but there are only 80 chapters circulating now… I tried my best to search from the
collectors’ houses to the stacks of wastepaper for years, but only got about twenty
chapters. One day I ran into another dozen (10+) chapters occasionally from a
Gudan47 (鼓担), thus I bought them with huge amount of money. While I was
reading it, I found out that the rises and falls of the plots are roughly connected
but are too scattered to put in order. Therefore, I sorted and reconstructed the
work carefully with my friend48using supplements to make up the deficiencies
and then copied and made block-printed editions for people who also like the
book49...
In the preface, Cheng suggests that the author of the book is uncertain and he himself did
not make up the last 40 chapters but just reconstructed the fragments of the manuscripts
with Gao. Following Cheng’s words, Gao E also wrote a preface to the book:
I have heard that The Dream of the Red Chamber has been widely admired for
more than twenty years but there is no complete copy or the authentic version of
the book. I once borrowed a copy from a friend and read it and felt the sorrow of
having only a sip of the stewed turtle. This spring my friend Cheng came and
showed me all the manuscripts that he had bought and said: “These are the works
that I have gathered little by little for years with painstaking effort, and I plan to
carve and print it for other people of the same taste. Since you are unoccupied,
why not share the work with me?” I thought that although the book contained
only anecdotes and romances, the concept of it is still in accordance with the
orthodox ethical code. Thus I promised with pleasure, like the slave of Persia
seeing the treasure, and assisted with the labor50.

47

In the Qing Dynasty, a Gudan means a merchant who buys and sells old things on the streets. They
carried a pole on shoulders and small drums in their hands.
48
Referring to Gao E.
49
The preface from Cheng in the Chengjia copy; the translation is my own.
50
The preface written by Gao E in Chengjia copy; the translation is my own.
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In this case, both the publisher and the editor of the 120-chapter-book indicate that they
finalized the book based on what manuscripts they had. However, Redologists have been
skeptical about Cheng and Gao’s words since the late Qing Dynasty. In his work The
Informal Essays Written Around the Window of Date,51 Yurui (裕瑞 1771-1838), an
earlier Redologist living through the reigns of the Emperors Qianlong, Jiaqing (嘉庆
1796-1820) and Daoguang (道光 1821-1850), mentions that “the original work of the
120 chapters of The Dream of the Red Chamber stops by Chapter 80, which I have seen.
The last 40 chapters are added by the busybodies who wanted to publish the book. [The
additional texts] are far less valuable than the original one and are not worth being
viewed” (Zhang, 非曹非高, 225). In his work, Yurui shows his opinion about the
authorship of the book but was not able to point out who the real author of the last 40
chapters is (he believes that Cheng found a “fake copy” of Cao’s work). Hu Shi, as a
scholar living after the Qing Dynasty, mentions in his article in 1921 that he found a
poem written by Gao E’s brother-in-law, Zhang Wentao (张 问陶) praising Gao for
completing the last forty chapters of The Dream of the Red Chamber.52 Moreover, Hu Shi
thinks that it is too much of a coincidence for Cheng to find the exact chapters from the
Gudan to connect with the ones that he had sorted before. Cai Yijiang agrees with Hu’s
view and further argues that the last forty chapters are completely written by Gao E
because the commentator Jiwusou (in Cai’s view, he is Cao’s father), or Cao Fu, was not
recorded in the documents of the Qing Dynasty since the beginning of Qianlong’s reign

51
52

裕瑞，《枣窗闲笔》
张问陶，《赠高兰墅同年》
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and all the other people who knew the work of Cao Xueqin has died earlier than Ji.53
Therefore, by the death of Ji, there would be no one who recognized the value of Cao’s
manuscripts and thus no chance for Cheng to receive these pieces (Cai 125). Zheng
Yishan also believes that Gao E made up the last forty chapters of the book and points
put that there are many Northeastern dialect words in the last few chapters; there are
incorporated in a fashion unlike the style of the first eighty chapters. The ability to use
these forms fluently coincides with Gao E’s life experience.54 Some southern dialect
forms appear, but these are far less frequent compared to the first part of the book. Zheng
therefore concludes that Gao wrote the second part in his northern dialect.
In addition to these pieces of evidence, the plots in the last 40 chapters show
significant differences from what Cao has intended originally from the beginning of the
book. Compared to Cao’s descriptions of the Jia Family downfall shown in the songs and
Zhi’s comments, the degree of the doom of the family in the last 40 chapters seems much
less severe. As discussed in the previous section, Cao aimed to show the vanishing of the
family and the complete awakening of Baoyu from the mundane world. As the author,
Cao would not suddenly let Baoyu take the exam that he never wished to take and even
have him receive a good grade on it. Neither would the family be prosperous again.
Moreover, many of the plots of the characters do not accord with the fates indicated in
the registers of Chapter 5. For instance, the description of Xiangling (香菱) in the
beginning of the book is:
As in the previous album, the first page was a picture. It represented a branch of
cassia with a pool underneath. The water in the pool had dried up and the mud in
53

See the quote from “The Study of Zhi” above.
Compared to Cao, who grew up in south and moved to north later, Gao was born and raised in the
north.
54
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the bottom was dry and cracked. Growing from it was a withered and broken lotus
plant. The picture was followed by these lines:
Your stem grew from a noble lotus root,
Yet your life passed, poor flower, in low repute.
The day two earths shall bear a single tree,
Your soul must fly home to its own country. (Hawkes 88)
In these lines, both the picture and the poem are clearly suggesting the miserable death of
Xiangling. By Chapter 79, the “two earths bear a single tree” has already appeared as (薛
蟠) Xue Pan’s wife, Xia Jingui55(夏 金桂) and Xiangling has been abused from Chapter
80. While the lines of Xiangling’s register entry shows that she would die soon after she
met Xia Jingui, in Chapter 103 Xia eventually poisons herself, and by Chapter 120,
Xiangling becomes the wife of Xue Pan, the sister-in-law of Baochai.
The life of Xichun (惜春) in the last 40 chapters is also shown differently from the
description in Chapter 5. As mentioned in her register, she would end alone in the temple:
[A]n old temple with a beautiful girl sitting all on her own inside it reading a
Buddhist sutra. The words said:
When you see through the spring scene’s transient state,
A nun’s black habit shall replace your own.
Alas, that daughter of so great a house
By Buddha’s altar lamp should sleep alone! (Hawkes 89-90)
As the last two lines stress, although Xichun chooses to be a nun of her own free will, it
is a pity that a girl from such a rich family must stay alone in the temple. However, in
Chapter 118, Xichun did not leave the House to be a nun and has Zijuan (紫鹃 the former
maid of Daiyu) with her as a partner in worshiping and praying.
In addition, many of the plots pointed out by Zhi in the previous chapters are not
picked up in the current circulating final 40 chapters. One significant example is the
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The Chinese character 桂 is formed with a tree (木) and two earths (土).
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marriage of Xiangyun. In Chapter 31, after talking about “yin” and “yang” of the world,
Xiangyun found a kylin that is larger and prettier than her own and later learned that it
was the one lost by Baoyu. At the end of the Chapter, there is one note from Zhi: “This
kylin is exact the one Wei Ruolan wears when he is at the place of practicing archery
dozens of chapters later” (Gengchen 729) and the title of this half chapter is “因麒麟伏白
首双星,” which could be literally translated as “the Kylin is the clue of white heads and
double stars.” Although scholars do not agree on what exactly the “double stars” are
referring to,56 the title is agreed to be a suggestion of the marriage between Xiangyun and
Wei Ruolan. However, the name of Xiangyun’s husband is not mentioned in the last 40
chapters.
These conflicts shown in the later chapters used to be seen as compelling evidence of
how Cheng and Gao made up the texts without manuscripts from Cao. However, there
are Redologists who believe that these texts also include fragments of Cao’s ideas. For
instance, Wu mentions that the writing style of the scene about Daiyu’s death and Baoyu
and Baochai’s wedding seems different from other parts of the 40 chapters and there is a
line: “according to the old Jinling tradition” in the Chengjia copy, that was deleted in
Chengyi copy (379). Moreover, Cao Libo (曹 立波) and Cao Ming (曹明), in their article
“The fragment scripts from Xueqin and the supplements from Cheng and Gao in the Last
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The white heads here suggest old couples. Nevertheless, in Chinese culture and literature there are two
pairs of stars that suit the title here. Zhou Ruchang believes that they refer to the story of the Cowherd and
the Weaver Girl, who are a couple with two children who are separated by the milky way and can only see
each other once a year on 7th July of the lunar calendar. Zhou argues that Xiangyun would first have a
relationship with Wei Ruolan but finally live with Baoyu at the end of the book as a couple being separated
for a long time but eventually meeting. Wu, however, argues that the “double stars” here refers to the two
stars “参” (shen) and “商” (shang), which will never meet each other, thus indicating that for unknown
reasons Xiangyun would separate from her husband Wei forever.
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Forty Chapters of The Dream of the Red Chamber” list the some particular mistakes that
are shown in the previous chapters but remain in the sequel: for instance, in Chapter 27 of
the Jiaxu manuscript, the two name of Xifeng’s daughter, Qiaojie, and Dajie (大姐 the
name used before Grannie Liu comes) appear at the same time and seem to refer to two
girls separately (Jiaxu 425); the name Zhenzhu (珍珠, “pearl”) used by Xi’ren before she
was assigned to Baoyu also continues to show up after Chapter 80; the same thing
happens to Daiyu’s maid Zijuan, who used to be called Yingge (鹦哥). The two scholars
argue that the situations of having two names for one character shown at the same time
might indicate that they were separated in Cao’s earlier drafts and thus Cheng and Gao
might have some pieces of Cao’s manuscripts. Furthermore, Song Jian (宋 健) points out
that, contrary to Hu Shi and Cai Yijiang’s view, there were chances for Cheng to get the
manuscripts from a Gudan. As Song mentions in his article “Cheng’s Purchase from a
‘Gudan’ and the 120-chapters-version of The Dream of the Red Chamber,” the Gudans
on the streets were not just small merchants running around. They actually functioned as
gangs and worked together systematically; many of them were professionals in
recognizing paintings, calligraphies and antiques, and they would even have information
of who was bankrupt or who needed money urgently and so would like to sell properties
(61). Thus, in Song’s view, it is possible for Cheng to buy Cao’s writings from a Gudan.
With these arguments of uncertainties and possibilities of different authorship of the
book, People’s Literature Publishing House has changed the list of authors of the book
from “Cao Xueqin (and) Gao E” to “Cao Xueqin (and) Anonymous, edited by Gao E.”
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Scholars also show distinctly different attitudes to the value of the 120-chapter-book.57
Hu in this case, highly praises the work, especially the Chengyi version. In his view,
although the ending of the book is not as good as the previous chapters, it is able to jump
out of the “perfect ending” tradition of Chinese novels, with scenes such as the death of
Xifeng, the marriage of Xi’ren and the doom of Miaoyu (妙玉) are all written remarkably
(《红楼梦新证》). The modern Chinese writers Wang Meng (王蒙) and Jinyong (金庸)
also agree on the value of the current 120 chapters. Wang Meng believes that, as a writer
who lived around the same time as Cao (compared to modern readers and scholars), Gao
E’s writing would be closer to Cao’s mind even though there are differences between the
two writers’ ideas. Wang then criticizes the ways Redologists try to figure out the “real”
ending of the book; he calls them a kind of “literary terrorists.” Zhou however, strongly
criticizes Gao, for he completely misrepresents Cao’s idea and shifts the book from the
heavy tensions shown around Chapter 80 to the sudden leisure of Chapter 81, and, more
importantly, Gao made the book a text of orthodoxy, and a tragic romance while
neglecting the greater value of it as a book that reflects the social structure of the Qing
Dynasty (Zhou 新证 725-730). Cai, in this case, agrees with Zhou and argues that the
language of these chapters is dry and boring and some of the plots in the last 40 chapters
are too dramatized and full of coincidences, especially when the marriage of Baoyu and
the death of Daiyu happen at the same time. While Cao could give each character a
different tone, the sequel only contains facts with one voice in general and includes many
tedious and slow-moving descriptions of the plots in the first 80 chapters (142). Wu
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All the critics mentioned in this paragraph believe that Gao wrote the last forty chapters or at least part
of the forty chapters; thus some of their arguments are focused on Gao.
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Shichang, on the other hand, argues that it is unfair to compare Gao’s work to Cao
because there is rarely any Chinese novelist that could be compared to Cao and the job of
continuing to write such a great work is extremely hard itself. Howevrer, Wu also
indicates that Gao made Cao’s work an innocent love story (417). Nevertheless, almost
all the scholars agree that the 120-chapter version has influenced the popularity of the
book. It successfully made The Dream of the Red Chamber a well-known book to the
Chinese people and opened up discussions about Redology for centuries. Furthermore, as
indicated in the different arguments of Redologists, whether they think the ending
chapters are “good” or “bad,” the last 40 chapters in the Cheng and Gao’s version form
yet another tone of the story, and readers would hear it simultaneously with the
suggesting ending from the first 80 chapters.
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V. The Study of The Canterbury Tales
The Manuscripts of The Canterbury Tales
Among all the surviving manuscripts of The Canterbury Tales, the Hengwrt (National
Library of Wales, MS. Hengwrt I54/MS. Peniath 392) and Ellesmere (Huntington
Library, MS. EL 26 C9) manuscripts are the two most well-known and influential.
However just as Cao created The Dream of the Red Chamber an incomplete work,
Chaucer did not finish the Canterbury Tales as he intended. The context of the two
manuscripts show significant differences and thus lead the discussions of modern
Chaucerian scholars on the Chaucer’s “real” version of the Tales.
Table III. The Different Orders of The Canterbury Tales
Hengwrt

Ellesmere

Bradshaw Shift

Group A

Group A

Group A

General Prologue
The Knight’s Tale
The Miller’s Tale
The Cook’s Tale

General Prologue
The Knight’s Tale
The Miller’s Tale
The Cook’s Tale

General Prologue
The Knight’s Tale
The Miller’s Tale
The Cook’s Tale

Group B1

Group B1 (Fragment II)

The Man of Law’s Tale

The Man of Law’s Tale

Group D

Group D

Group B2 (Fragment VII)

The Wife of Bath’ Tale
The Friar’s Tale
The Summoner’s Tale

The Wife of Bath’ Tale
The Friar’s Tale
The Summoner’s Tale

The Monk’s Tale
The Nun’s Priest Tale
The Shipman’s Tale
The Tale of Melibee

Group B2 (part)

Group E

Group D

The Monk’s Tale

The Clerk’s Tale
The Merchant’s Tale

The Wife of Bath’ Tale
The Friar’s Tale
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The Nun’s Priest Tale

The Summoner’s Tale

Group F
Group H

The Squire’s Tale
The Franklin’s Tale

The Maniple’s Tale

Group E
The Clerk’s Tale
The Merchant’s Tale

Group C
The Chain

The Physican’s Tale
The Pardoner’s Tale

The Man of Law’s Tale
The Squire’s Tale
The Merchant’s Tale
The Franklin’s Tale
The Second Nun’s Tale
The Clerk’s Tale

Group F
The Squire’s Tale
The Franklin’s Tale

Group C
The Physican’s Tale
The Pardoner’s Tale

Group B2 (the rest)
The Shipman’s Tale
The Tale of Melibee

Group B2
The Monk’s Tale
The Nun’s Priest Tale
The Shipman’s Tale
The Tale of Melibee

Group G
Group G
The Second Nun’s Tale
The Canon’s Yeoman’s Tale

The Second Nun’s Tale
The Canon’s Yeoman’s Tale

Group H
Group H
The Maniple’s Tale

Group I
The Parson’s Tale

The Maniple’s Tale

Group I
Group I
The Parson’s Tale

The Parson’s Tale

The Hengwrt manuscript is recognized as the earliest manuscript of the poems by
most scholars, and many believe that since the preparation of this manuscript began
before 1400, it could have been copied and edited before the death of Chaucer and thus
might show Chaucer’s intentions for arranging the text. As Ralph Hanna indicates in his
1993 book Pursuing History: Middle English Manuscripts and their texts, the text in the
Hengwrt manuscript is a more accurate representation of Chaucer’s holograph. At the
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same time however the lack of organization of the text might suggest that it is a work in
progress, or in his words, “partially planned” (142), which means that the tales are joined
together by the scribes or their director into what they think is a relevant canon: as shown
in the table above, the order of the tales in the Hengwrt manuscript starts from Group A
(from the “General Prologue” to “the Cook’s Tale”), then Group D, followed by part of
Group B2 (“the Monk’s Tale” and “the Nun’s Priest’s Tale”) with Group H (“the
Maniple’s Tale”). It then continues with the chain of “Man of Law’s Tale-Squire’s TaleMerchant Tale-Franklin’s Tale-Second Nun’s Tale-Clerk’s Tale” and then the other part
of B2, including “the Shipman’s Tale” and “the Tale of Melibee,” and finally ending with
“the Parson’s Tale.” In addition to the distinctive order, as compared to other
manuscripts, the Hengwrt also contains many blanks in between the texts in the chain
from the Man of Law’s to the Clerk’s, and the manuscript does not contain the Epilogue
of “the Man of Law’s Tale” and “the Nun’s Priest Tale” or the whole “Canon’s
Yeoman’s Tale.” As Hanna mentions, these blanks might indicate that the author wished
to include something, but it did not happen, so the space shows the on-going process of
writing.
Hanna also mentions the different attitudes of the Hengwrt scholars: under his
division, there are “soft” and “hard” scholars of the Hengwrt manuscript. The soft ones
tend to follow the texts of each tale but choose the order of the tales from other
manuscripts, whereas the hard ones believe that the Hengwrt manuscript is the only
accurate copy of the Canterbury Tales and all the rest of the work was added in the early
15th Century. Hanna concludes that there are paradoxes among the ideologies of these
scholars: for instance, if the Hengwrt manuscript is the most trustworthy one, why do the
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soft scholars adapt the order of the tales from other manuscripts? Also, if, following the
idea of the hard scholars that Hengwrt contains the best quality texts, it should also be the
best in the overall form. However, this presumption is clearly not true. Hanna then makes
attempts to explain the omissions in the book. For example, the lack of the epilogue
might be due to the missing part of the texts the scribes have, but it could also because
they deleted the part because they found it does not make sense with the rest of the Tales.
Hanna then gives his own speculations on the compilation of the Hengwrt manuscript:
since there is no manuscript dated from pre-1400, it is likely that the texts did not
circulate as independent manuscripts before Chaucer’s death. Therefore, the people who
could get access to the texts would be either directly listening to Chaucer reading his
work, or Chaucer might have sent written texts to his friends to ask for advice (like Cao’s
way of circulating The Dream of the Red Chamber). When Chaucer died, his friends
realized that the poet’s work could never be further revised and thus they started to try to
put the Tales together, which is the reason why the text quality of the Hengwrt is high but
the order of the tales does not make too much sense.
Compared to the old and unillustrated Hengwrt, the Ellesmere manuscript is beautiful
and deluxe and is accepted by more scholars. It appears as a unified work, and the order
of the tales are shown as: Group A-B1 (Man of Law’s) -D-E (the Clerk’s and the
Merchant’s) – F (Squire’s and Franklin’s) – C (Physican’s and Pardoner’s) -B2-G (the
Second Nun’s and the Canon’s Yeoman’s) -H-I (Parson’s). As E. T. Donaldson points
out in his work “The Ordering of the Canterbury Tales,” the order that appears in
Ellesmere follows the internal references of the tales as they relate to time and, although
there are some contradictions, the Ellesmere order is the most convincing one so far.
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Donaldson also mentions that one of the reasons scholars do not trust the Ellesmere
manuscript is that they believe Chaucer did not have his poems ready to publish before
his death, so the polished state of Ellesmere indicates interference by scribes. Hengwrt,
therefore, represents the earlier attempt of Chaucer himself. However, as is the case for
the surviving manuscripts of The Dream of the Red Chamber, it is difficult for modern
scholars to date the exact time of the comments and the texts of one manuscript. As
Donaldson points out, there is no evidence that proves the Hengwrt manuscript is “the
first attempt anyone ever made to arrange the tales” (199) or indicates Ellesmere came
later, and thus it is illogical to use one as the disproof of the other. Donaldson also
mentions the unsolved problem raised by the Ellesmere order, known as the
Sittingbourne-Rochester Contradiction:
At the end of the Wife of Bath’s Prologue, the Summoner threatens to tell “tales
two or thre/Of freres, er I come to Sidyngborne,” whereas about 8300 lines later
in the Ellesmere order, at B21926, the Host remarks “Loo, Rouchestre stant heer
faste by”; and, of course, anyone journeying from London to Canterbury would
pass Rochester some eleven miles before he came to Sittingbourne. (197)
As the set of stories takes place on the way of pilgrimage, the switching of the
geographical positions of the group of the characters could indeed indicate the changes is
order of the tales. In addition, the endlink of the “Man of Law’s Tale” suggests a
connection with “the Squire’s Tale” and which would put Group B2 right after B1.
However, Donaldson argues, since Chaucer did not finish his intended work and might
not have been able to prepare all the tales for publishing, there are many details of the
poems that may not be reliable for judging the order of the tales. For instance, “the
Shipman’s Tale” seems to have a female tone, while the Second Nun once refers to
herself in the poem as the “son of Eve.” In fact, based on Donaldson’s argument, the
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blurred epilogue of “the Man of Law’s Tale” belongs to a prose tale that the character
Man of Law was going to tell originally, but Chaucer had not switched or deleted it from
the book after he resorted the stories: the changing of the content of the story might have
influenced the order of the story, so Chaucer canceled the epilogue because it was no
longer suitable for the next coming tale. In the end, Donaldson concludes that the
conflicting points in the Ellesmere order are all minor and could be corrected by changing
a single word (e.g., turning the first-person pronoun into third person in the beginning of
“the Shipman’s Tale”). As for the Sittingbourne-Rochester Contradiction, he thinks that
modern readers should not use scholars’ standards to measure the poet Chaucer. This is
analogous to Xia’s attitude to the 120 chapters Dream of the Red Chamber, that it is
inappropriate to attack the last few chapters “when we cannot begin to form an idea of the
greatness of the novel without these 40 chapters” (256). In Donaldson’s view, even
counting in all the minor issues, the Ellesmere order is still “entirely satisfactory” in all
other aspects.
Scholars today usually use the combination of the two manuscripts in order to get both
the best texts and the best existing order of the tales. However, there is still another major
argument about the order of the Canterbury Tales: the Bradshaw Shift. In the 19th
Century, Henry Bradshaw suggested putting Fragment VII (B2) after II (B1). In this way
both the unconnected endlink of the “Man of Law’s Tale” and the SittingbourneRochester Contradiction would be solved. But his plan has one crucial disadvantage:
there is not a single existing manuscript that uses this order. Donaldson, in fact, argues
that if there were such a shift that would make the whole poem go more fluently, the
scribes and editors in the first hundred years after Chaucer’s death would have already
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changed the order (although at the same time he says it is nonsense for scholars to think
“if I can produce an order much the same as Ellesmere’s, then there is no likelihood that
Ellesmere’s order is Chaucer’s” (195). From my point of view, Bradshaw’s conjecture of
the order of tales is just like Redologists’ discussion of the authorship of the last third part
of The Dream of the Red Chamber: there are logical reasons and reasonable speculations,
but there is no physical evidence to prove the conjectures. As Donaldson states in the
beginning of his work: “it is probably impossible for us ever to attain the paradise in
which we can be certain of the correct order” (193). Therefore, rather than questioning it
for its reliability, the validity of the Bradshaw shift should depend on the meaning and
significance of trying to find the order of the tales. While Chaucer did not offer us a
finalized version of his work, a reasonable conjecture of the order of the tales like the
Bradshaw Shift may broader the minds of modern readers and offer potentials view of
what Chaucer may have planned to do.
The First Editor of Chaucer’s Work
As a commentator and editor of The Dream of the Red Chamber, Zhiyanzhai’s
identity and works are important to Redology scholars. The study of first editor of
Chaucer’s work is likewise significant to the Chaucer scholars, and like the close
relationship shown between Zhi and Cao, Chaucer also seems to have known his scribe
personally. In The Riverside Chaucer, there is a short poem named “Chaucers Wordes
Unto Adam, His Owne Scriveyn:”
Adam scriveyn, if ever it thee bifall
Boece or Troylus for to wryten newe,
Under thy long lokkes thou most have the scalle,
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But after my makyng thow wryte more trewe,
So ofte adaye I mot thy werk renewe,
It to correcte and eke to rubbe and scrape,
And al is thorugh thy negligence and rape.
In the poem, Chaucer complains about his scribe Adam for his negligence and haste
when copying the works Boece and Troilus and Criseyde. Because Adam made lots of
mistakes in his writing, the author often had to correct his work for a whole day. Linne
Mooney argues in her 2006 article “Chaucer’s Scribe” that the scribe Adam mentioned in
the poem is a person named Adam Pinkhurst, who worked for Chaucer for a long time
and might be the editor of the Hengwrt and Ellesmere manuscripts of The Canterbury
Tales before and after Chaucer’s death. Mooney first analyzes the handwriting style of
the two manuscripts of The Canterbury Tales and, by comparing them with the script of
an oath in the Common paper, she identifies the scribe as Adam Pynkhurst (Pinkhurst)
(98). She then points out that the tone of the short poem shows a close relationship
between the author and the scribe: if Chaucer really was unhappy with the scribe, he
could have just hired someone else. But instead, he wrote a poem about his mistakes to
warn Adam. In Mooney’s words, it seems to be a “lightly or even humorously” (103)
way of warning and thus indicates a rather close relationship. She then connects the name
to the Adam in the short poem and argues that the two Adam happen to be one person
who worked with Chaucer from the time he translated Boece and Troilus and Criseyde
(in the 1380s) until his death (1400) before finishing The Canterbury Tales. Mooney’s
argument expands modern scholars’ idea of the value of the Hengwrt and Ellesmere
manuscripts and how manuscripts were copied in the 14th century. As she mentions in her
article, Adam Pinkhurst was a scribe who “specialized in copying the work of one single
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author” (121) and his experience might be an example of how medieval authors
developed a method to control the publication of their work58 by employing and
supervising one scribe to produce a fair copy of the works first. As mentioned in the
poem to Adam, Chaucer would correct the drafts of his work, and thus he might also have
supervised Pinkhurst when he was copying and editing The Canterbury Tales before he
died. Just as Zhi’s notes on The Dream of the Red Chamber sometimes review the writing
progress of the author, the marginal note in The Canterbury Tales, “Of this Cokes tale
maked Chaucer na moore” might indicate Chaucer died while he was editing the Tales. In
this case, the two manuscripts are written and edited not just by some random publisher,
but by a scribe who had cooperated with Chaucer for a long time and received Chaucer’s
advice in the beginning. Mooney’s argument puts Pinkhurst as the first editor of Chaucer
and points out that the differences between Hengwrt and Ellermere manuscripts are the
evidence of his struggles of editing after Chaucer’s death.
Simon Horobin, however, has a different opinion on the process of editing Chaucer’s
work. In his essay “Thomas Hoccleve: Chaucer’s First Editor” he argues that instead of
serving as evidence of authorial revision, the uncertainties shown in the Hengwrt
manuscript are actually “reflecting the difficulties in compiling a complete copy of The
Canterbury Tales from the fragments left behind by Chaucer at his death” (299). In one
of his earlier article, “Adam Pinkhurst, Geoffrey Chaucer, and the Hengwrt Manuscript
of the Canterbury Tales,” he points out that when Pinkhurst was copying the Tales, he
did not have a relatively complete version of the poem, but rather a collection of parts.
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In her article, Mooney mentions another medieval author, John Gower, who shows sign of having one
scribe for the earlier copies of his work Confessio Amantis. There are scholars who speculate that he
supervised his own scriptorium.
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Among the evidence Horobin uses are the gaps left between the Squire’s and the
Merchant’s Tales and the Merchant’s and Franklin’s Tales. These gaps show a lack of
linking passages while Pinkhurst was working on the Tales. He left spaces there so that
he could insert material when he received it, and he did not know the right order of the
tales when he first copied them. If he had worked with Chaucer for such a long time or
had Chaucer’s supervision in the beginning of the work, he would have a general idea of
the structure of The Canterbury Tales instead of merely gathering the poems. Later, in his
article about Thomas Hoccleve, Horobin mentions that although Pinkhurst is now
recognized as the main scribe of Hengwrt, there are variable hands indicated in the
manuscript. For instance, Hand B shows a similar working capacity to Pinkhurst, in fact,
“as a partner or supervisor to some extent”59 and Hand C adds only one “Adam stanza” in
The Monk’s Tale, while Pinkhurst did not show any awareness of the part. Horobin then
argues that Hands D-F are in fact, all written by Thomas Hoccleve with the evidence of
comparing them to Hoccleve’s known handwriting and as indicated in Doyle and Parkes’
study; unlike other emendations, Hand F was “deal[ing] with lacunae for which sufficient
manuscript authority was not readily available.”60 In Horobin’s words, this scribe needs
to “rely on his own invention to fill these gaps” and shows a “pivotal role” (236) during
the process of editing the Tales. Horobin then shows evidence from Hoccleve’s personal
experiences to support his argument. As he mentions, Hoccleve regarded himself as a
disciple of Chaucer and claimed to “enjoy a personal relationship with the poet” (243). In
addition, Hoccleve shows professional connections with the London book trade and the
main scribe Adam Pinkhurst, and he spent an entire career as a Privy Seal Clerk. With
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Doyle and Parkes, “Paleographical Introduction,” xliii
Doyle and Parkes, “Paleographical Introduction,” xlvi
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this evidence, Horobin argues that Hoccleve was the first editor of Chaucer’s works,
while Pinkhurst was merely employed by him to carry out the copying.
Although as readers and scholars from hundreds of years after the production of
manuscripts of Chaucer’s works, we may never find out the correct answer to the
question “who is Chaucer’s first editor,” Mooney and Horobin’s arguments in fact show
us different possibilities of the process of editing and producing a manuscript in the late
medieval period. Similar to the significance of Zhi and Mingyi to The Dream of the Red
Chamber, the first readers and editors of The Canterbury Tales have contributed to
Chaucer’s work from the very beginning: they helped the tales to be circulated and
published, and they extend our understanding of the cultural background of the author’s
era and help us to reveal the edited works of Chaucer from different angles.
Reading the Plowman’s Tale
Similar to the structure Cao used in The Dream of the Red Chamber, in The
Canterbury Tales Chaucer did not finish all the works that he had forecast, and he
likewise offers his readers an outline of his initial ideas in the beginning of the work.
Therefore, just like the unfinished story in The Dream of the Red Chamber, the gap
between Chaucer’s intention and the real work becomes an entry place for others to
interpret and reinterpret his work.
The Plowman’s Tale is an apocryphal text that is now considered to be a propaganda
for Protestant ideology. It was written around the beginning of the 15th Century, and the
earliest extant copy of the tale was founded in a 1532 edition of Chaucer’s work (now in
Austin, University of Texas Library MS 8). It was falsely identified as Chaucer’s work
and included in The Canterbury Tales for more than two hundred years until 1775 when
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Thomas Tyrwhitt re-edited the Tales. The tale now is generally recognized as two
separate parts, with the main story written in the 15th Century and a prologue added in the
early 16th Century. In combination, the whole tale describes a hard-working plowman
who goes on pilgrimage and deliveres a sermon in the form of a debate, rather than a
story, about the two sides of people in Christianity. The narrator uses Griffin to speak for
hierarchies of the church and Pelican to argue for the lower-class people; Pelican
overwhelmes Griffin in the argument. As James M. Dean points out, the original poem
without the prologue is likely to have no connection with Chaucer, while a 16th Century
editor added the poem to The Canterbury Tale by creating a short prologue that relates to
Chaucer’s frame narrative. The differences between The Plowman’s Tale and Chaucer’s
other works are significant.
In the General Prologue of the Canterbury Tale, Chaucer uses about ten lines to
describe the plowman:
With hym[Parson] ther was a PLOWMAN, was his brother,
That hadde ylad of dong ful many a fother;
A trewe swynkere and a good was he,
Lyvynge in pees and parfit charitee.
God loved he best with al his hoole herte
At alle tymes, thogh him gamed or smerte,
And thanne his neighebor right as hym-selve.
He wolde thresshe, and therto dyke and delve,
For Cristes sake, for every povre wight
Withouten hire, if it lay in his myght.
Hise tithes payed he ful faire and wel,
Bothe of his propre swynk and his catel.
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In a tabard he rood, upon a mere. (GP 529-41)
In these ten lines Chaucer tells readers many details about the identity and the
characteristics of the plowman. He is the Parson’s brother and was a “true and good”
worker who works hard and loves God very much. He is a warm-hearted man who would
do anything he can for Christ or poor people without thinking about money, but he
himself is not very rich, with only an ordinary sleeveless jacket and a mare to ride.
The narrator of The Plowman’s Tale is very different from this description. In the
prologue, after some descriptions of the outlook of a hard-working man (e.g., with
sunburned cheeks and nose), the Plowman questions the Clerk’s words:
For clerkes say we shullen be fayne
For hir lyvelod to swet and swinke,
And they right nought us give agayne,
Neyther to eate ne yet to drinke.
They mowe by lawe, as they sayne,
Us curse and dampne to hell brinke.
Thus they putten us to payne,
With candles queynt and belles clinke. (PlN 33-40)
For clerks say we should be glad
for their livelihood to sweat and work,
And they do not give use back at all,
Neither things to eat or to drink.
They must by law, as they said,
Curse and dame us to the brink of hell.
Thus they put us to pain,
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With candles snuffed out and bells clinking. 61
This character of the Plowman here shows a completely different attitude toward the
payment to the Church. In Chaucer’s General Prologue the plowman would even sell his
property to pay tithes and would work for Christ without any payment—this person is
unlikely to mind paying the clerks even when he gets nothing in return. Here the
Plowman is not only questioning the money paid to clerks, but also the clerks’ work: they
are not doing works for God or connecting the peasants like the Plowman to God, but
rather just snuffing candles and ringing the bells. In this case, the question extends from
the money-collecting clerks to the whole church hierarchy system, and again, it is
something that the Plowman in the General Prologue would not notice.
Compared to the two different plowmen depicted by Chaucer and the 16th Century
prologue, the narrator of the main story shows a different style in speech:
A sterne stryfe is stered newe
In many stedes in a stounde,
Of sondry sedes that bene sewe,
It semeth that som ben unsounde;
For some be great growen on grounde,
Some ben souple, simple and small.
Whether of hem is falser founde,
The falser, foule mote him befall! (PlN 53-60)

A serious contention is roused anew,
In many places at once,
Of diverse seeds that are planted,
61

If not specified, all translations are my own based on the notes from Robbins Library Digital Projects.
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It seems that some of them are unhealthy;
Because some has grown great on the ground,
Some has been adaptable, simple and small.
Which of them is the worse seed found,
the worse one, may evil befall it!
The story begins with the discussion of seeds, which as James M. Dean points out in the
footnote, it is an allusion to Christ’s parable of the sower in Matthew 13, and it seems
that the author of the prologue uses this parable as a connection between the story and the
Plowman. However later in the tale, the speaker’s identity does not accord with a man
working in the field:
Many a countrey have I sought
To knowe the falser of these two;
But ever my travayle was for nought,
All so ferre as I have go.
But as I wandred in a wro,
In a wodde besyde a wall,
Two foules sawe I sytte tho;
The falser, foul mote hym befall! (PlN 77-84)

I have seen many (places) of the country
To know which one of the two is worse;
But all my labor was in vain,
As widely as I have traveled.
But as I wandered in a nook,
in a wood beside a wall,
Two birds I saw sitting there,
the worse one, may evil befall it!
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In this stanza, the speaker tells his experience in the first person and indicates that he has
travelled a lot. Although the Plowman mentions in the prologue that the story that he is
going to tell was taught to him by others, he did not change the narrative voice, and this is
uncommon in Chaucer’s writing: for instance, The Clerk’s Tale was also told by others to
him, and he uses a third person narration when telling it. And at the same time, the
traveler’s identity does not suit the Plowman. In either case, the speaker of the story is
unconnected to the character of the Plowman.
In addition, the language used by the speaker is elegant compared to a Plowman’s
knowledge. Many of the stanzas use the same last line as a refrain: for instance, in the
first five stanzas the line is “The falser, foul mote hym befall!” This use of refrain not
only creates a strong rhyming effect among different stanzas, but also enhances the main
idea of the poem. While Chaucer is a writer who pays close attention to the construction
of the characters and the frame narrative of the story, he would not give such a tone to his
Plowman. For example, he distinguishes the characters from the contents of their stories
and their ways of telling them—The Miler’s Tale is contrary to The Knight’s Tale in both
the content and their language; The Reeve’s Tale is even written in a Northern accent. In
this case, the Plowman would not be the character who tells a debate written with refrains
among the whole pilgrimage group, and the main story of the Plowman’s Tale does not
seem to be suited to The Canterbury Tales.
In “‘Take it as a Tale’: Reading the Plowman’s Tale,” Darryl Ellison argues that The
Plowman’s Tale should be read as an “authentic and meaningful” part of Chaucer’s
Canterbury Tales. In his argument, he takes The Canterbury Tales as “a genre of fiction
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with a complex history of interpretation and reinterpretation, of admiration, imitation, and
exclusion” (101) and The Plowman’s Tale itself as an exemplification of these attributes.
While he is correct that modern readers and scholars should consider the value of this
apocryphal text, his idea of the relationship between the tale and Chaucer’s works is
ambiguous. From my point of view, The Plowman’s Tale should not be part of The
Canterbury Tales; rather, it should be valued as a reflection of how people have viewed
Chaucer’s work through different ages: the inclusion and exclusion of it, in fact, shows
people’s changing ideology and helps us, as readers and scholars today, to review how
and why the Canterbury Tales holds its position in the canon of English literature.
The recognition and inclusion of the tale in 16th and 17th Century editions of
Chaucer’s work show the extensions of the contents of the tales. Ellison points out that
after 15th Century, the role of Chaucer as an author was shifting from “maker” to “poet”
(88). In other words, the readers in the new century started to recognize Chaucer as a
writer in the classical canon rather than a medieval poet whose works were interactive
and close to its readers. Ellison also introduces the differences between the restrictive
“authorship” and the more productive and expansive “Chaucer effect” (originally
identified by Alexandra Gillespie) and states that The Plowman’s Tale, especially its
prologue, appearing in the 16th Century, is evidence of the remaining rescript impulse of
medieval manuscript culture after the 15th Century. However, instead of taking The
Plowman’s Tale as an example of interpretation by 16th century readers, it is Chaucer
who enables the tale’s addition. The flexible structure of The Canterbury Tales allows for
the editing and changing of the tales, since the stories are mostly independent of each
other: even when there is a connection or comparison among them, the explanation is
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done by the prologues—the frame narrative of the story. Chaucer reminds readers of this
frame by using different writing styles and poetic forms for different characters. For
instance, as Joseph Glaser mentions in his book The Canterbury Tales in Modern Verse,
the four rhyme royal tales (The Man of Law’s Tale, The Clerk’s Tale, The Prioresse’s
Tale and The Second Nun’s Tale) all share a religious feeling that would accord with the
“austere stanza form” (14). It is therefore easy to add one tale even when the language,
style, and the narrative is very different. By taking the advantage of Chaucer’s unfinished
construct shown in the General Prologue, the editor in the 16th Century was able to
convince readers with an apocryphal tale.
The later exclusion of The Plowman’s Tale from the Chaucerian canon emphasizes
how Chaucer lost his function as a “maker” in the transition of history. In the article,
Ellison argues that The Plowman’s Tale “forces” the Canterbury Tales to participate in
the literary tradition of Piers Plowman and the Lollard literature of religious reform.
Although the statement is unclear, since the author, narrator and character of the
Plowman’s Tale are distinct from the Canterbury Tales, the connection between The
Plowman’s Tale and Piers Plowman is in fact a reason for readers in 16th and 17th
Century to accept the Tale as part of Chaucer’s work. As Ellison mentions, the
description of the Plowman in the beginning of the prologue of tale shows “the stark
realities of agricultural labor” (92): in late medieval and early modern England, the living
conditions of farmers were harsh. They needed to work in the middle of the summer and
live under the control of the Church. Readers from that time could easily recognizing the
character of the Plowman as part of their ordinary lives or even identify themselves with
him. In addition, the tale depicts the church hierarchy as the side who wrongly
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understands God’s intent, while the Plowman and other poor people have the advantage
over the former in the argument between the Griffin and Pelican in the story. It is
therefore easy for readers to accept the tale and believe that Chaucer was on their side.
However, by the late 18th Century the living conditions of people in England had changed
much more since Chaucer’s time. By the time Thomas Tyrwhitt took the tale out of the
Chaucer canon, the Reformation has been active for over a hundred years and the
Protestant Church was established, so that there is no urgent need to push Chaucer into
one side of the debate. Moreover, based on the more efficient used of land and intensified
methods of cultivation, the Agricultural Revolution in England had greatly increased the
output of food by the 18th Century. In fact, the food supply of England had surpassed all
other countries by 1750 (Allen 22) and was able to expand along with the growing
population. As Mark Overton points out, these changes in agricultural output transformed
England from a peasant subsistence economy to a capitalist economic system (BBC).
With the enhanced technology and growing output of farming, the figure of a plowman
might have changed enough that the poor character in The Plowman’s Tale does not fit
with people’s perspectives. Furthermore, the structure of the society had changed a lot in
the two centuries. The society of knights, monks, friars and summoners described by
Chaucer did not exist anymore; the focus of the English people had changed from merely
among the neighborhood or their single country to an international conception of
themselves, thus creating distance between Chaucer and his readers. It is therefore easier
for editors in the 18th Century to take a step back and realize that the style of the
Plowman’s Tale does not accord with Chaucer’s other work while at the same time taking
The Canterbury Tales as a fossil of the literature and life of people in medieval England.
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In general, the value of The Plowman’s Tale does not reside in the tale itself. Rather,
as an anonymous apocryphal text added to Chaucer’s work, it enlarges the Chaucerian
canon and proves the power of Chaucer as a “maker” even after his age. Inserting the tale
directly into The Canterbury Tales and thus neglecting their authorship would be unfair
to both Chaucer and the narrators of the Plowman’s Tale, and the ideology of The
Plowman’s Tale would mislead readers to understand Chaucer’s intended ambiguity
among his own tales such as The Friar’s Tale and The Summoner’s Tale and his
understanding of Christianity. But just like the contribution of the last forty chapters to
The Dream of the Red Chamber—although they showed distinct ideology to the previous
part of the story, they are still considered as part of the Redology canon—The Plowman’s
Tale is therefore also worth noticing as part of the Chaucerian studies and should be
included in the appendices of Chaucer’s work.
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VI. Conclusion
Hearing multiple tones at the same time—a journey to the incomplete texts
Although both Redologists and Chaucerian scholars are facing texts with no
“authorized” version, the incompleteness of the texts show different degrees of influence
on the scholarly traditions of the two works: while the major studies of The Dream of the
Red Chamber all focus on finding and exploring an accurate version of the ending of the
story, the discussion of the right order of the tales is only a relatively small part of the
Chaucerian studies. Scholars of The Canterbury Tales are not restricted to the
biographical research on the texts; instead, they put the tales into larger context and
develop the study of the work from multiple points of view and different critical
approaches, from traditional text analysis to feminism and gender studies. The difference
shown in the two scholarly traditions raises a new question: is it always necessary for
scholars to find an accurate and complete version of the text?
The Chaucerian scholar Ralph Hanna in his book in 1996 opposed the idea of
achieving a “single and fixed” version of The Canterbury Tales. As he mentioned, one of
the effects of the canonization of Chaucer is that it is fundamental for his work to look
“immutable” (4). However, he then points out that there are many issues that would affect
the content of the text. For instance, while scribes may produce minor errors when
copying the lines, they might also improve the text quality or extensively rewrite their
exemplars based on their understanding of the author’s ideas or their own interests of
writing (160). In addition, Hanna indicates that The Canterbury Tales itself shows a
process of “rolling revision,” as the variations among the manuscripts are consistent with
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accurate representations of the different “layers of revisions” made by the author in
different times (161). In this case, it is impossible for editors to find “the accurate”
version of the text, since they would not be able to distinguish minor errors from the
intended changes such as homographic omissions and synonymous substitutions (173).
The Dream of the Red Chamber, in this case, faces similar situations. Like The
Canterbury Tales, the manuscripts of The Dream of the Red Chamber also show a
“rolling revision” as described by Cao himself that he had re-edited the book five times in
ten years, and the story shown in his friend Mingyi’s poems also seems different from the
story in the surviving manuscripts. We as readers today would not know exactly which
changes to the texts were made by Cao himself. There are also examples of how scribes
of the book tried to make up the loss of the texts. As shown earlier in this thesis, among
the variable versions of the descriptions of Daiyu’s eyes, some of the lines remain
without adjectives while some lines show a change in the structure of the whole sentence.
In this case, it is likely that the scribe had noticed that the sentence in the exemplar would
create confusion and thus he wrote a new description by himself. Moreover, as mentioned
by many scholars, many of the surviving copies of The Dream of the Red Chamber,
including the Jiaxu and Gengchen copies, might be combinations of more than one
exemplar. Thus it is impossible for scholars today to define a single version of the text of
the book.
More importantly, as Hanna argued later in the book, when an editor is trying to find a
stable text of Chaucer, he or she “silently reduce[s] much of the textual exuberance of
Chaucer’s fifteenth-century reception” (178). Redologists do the same when they try to
determine one single version or one accurate ending of the book. Therefore, rather than
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remaining entangled by “the true” version, readers of The Dream of the Red Chamber
should learn to enjoy the multidimensional universe that is created by the absence of an
ending of the story: while reading the book as an incomplete work, readers would keep
thinking about how the ending of the book should be, thus creating engagements directly
with the author and thus understanding the story to a greater degree. When they reach the
end of the book, individual readers would have their own ideas about the ending, and
since these ideas all come from the engagement with the author—the logical and
emotional detection of the texts—all the endings could be possible directions of the
development of the author’s story. Just like the different orders of The Canterbury Tales
would lead readers to variable reading experiences, the poems, songs and riddles that
could be interpreted in different ways written by Cao in the first 80 chapters, the ending
suggested in Zhi’s comments, the ending published by Cheng and Gao, the conjectures
from Redologists in addition to the reader’s own understanding of the plots and texts are
all part of the multidimensional universe of The Dream of the Red Chamber and allow
readers to hear multiple tones at the same time.
When I was ten, I read The Dream of the Red Chamber for the first time. Since I knew
the ending part was not written by Cao before I started to read, I could not satisfy with
the last 40 chapters. For years, I tried to read all kinds of scholarship that discusses the
“real” ending of the story. When I read that Cao had given a completed draft of the book
to Mingyi, I was so jealous for Mingyi’s luck to read the story with an ending. But after I
read and studied The Canterbury Tales and compare the two incomplete works together, I
realized that with the changing and re-editing of the story, the value of the book has
actually shifted from merely a great story to a complex mixture that full of uncertainties
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and possibilities. While Mingyi read a story that is closest to Cao’s original idea, I
receive a package with a mix of not only Cao’s work, but also the artistic contributions
from readers and scholars along the history. The book and its scholarship had formed an
art work that contains multiple tones in harmony. As a reader, I am able to read The
Dream of the Red Chamber as it is now, and I do not envy Mingyi as I did before, for he
got a story, but I have seen a legend.

The Lessons from Western Document Studies
While I was comparing scholarship about the two texts, the system of western
document study drew my attention. As mentioned in (冯 浩菲) Feng Haofei’s article,
“On the Present Condition, Classification of Chinese Philology and the Position of the
Historical Philology,” although philology in China has developed rapidly in the last ten
years, it is still a relatively new subject to scholars and thus does not have a wellstructured system or efficient classifications (116-7). Compared to Chinese philology,
western document studies have existed for a long time and show a developed system. For
instance, while in Chinese document studies are generally called “Wenxianxue” (文献学,
the study of documents), there are actually four different words in English to correspond,
including Diplomatics, Philology, Bibliography and Documentation (何 He, 李 Li 38).
The Redologists in this case also show a lack of awareness of the techniques document
study. In fact, in the China National Knowledge Infrastructure, a large Chinese database
website (cnki.net), there are only seven articles that show up when searching under the
topic “documentation studies” with the keyword “The Dream of the Red Chamber” while
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27, 143 results are found under the topic “The Dream of the Red Chamber.” Among the
seven articles, three of them focus on specific documents that relate to the book, such as
the poems of Cao Yin or a western prescription mentioned in the book. Only two articles
published in 2016 discuss the connection between Redology and document studies: “the
Proposing Outline of the Document Study of Redology,” written by Du Zhijun (杜 志军)
and Zhang Yun’s (张 云), discussions of the idea of conducting a systematic study of
documents that are related to Redology; in “The Written Conversation of Redology,” a
scholar named Miao Huaimin (苗 怀明) argues that the study of The Dream of the Red
Chamber should not be isolated from the study of the novels in the Ming and Qing
Dynasty, or even the discussion of classical Chinese novels in general. Therefore, even
though there seem to be more documents on Redology than the other novels, the study of
these documents should still follow the general rule.
However, because many influential Redologists of the last century, such as Hu Shi and
Wu Shichang, had the experiences of studying abroad, there was already a significant
amount of western document study theory involved in Redology, such as textual criticism
and Henry Bradshaw’s analytical bibliography theory. Therefore, from my point of view,
rather than creating its own system from the ground up or using the unfinalized system of
the developing Chinese philology, the document study of The Dream of the Red Chamber
could in fact adapt to the western system of document study and becomes an
experimental example of how western philology theories could contribute to the analysis
of classical Chinese novels. In this way, the western approach of document analyzing
would at the same time broaden the philological study of The Dream of the Red
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Chamber, and fill in the blanks caused by the lack of a sufficient system of document
study in Chinese literature.
Hearing multiple tones at the same time—an experience of comparative literature
study
In addition to the investigation on the incomplete identity of the two texts, as a reader
with knowledge of both English and Chinese literature, I am able to hear tones from
different cultural backgrounds when using Chaucerian studies as a comparison to review
the development of Redology. From this project I have seen the power of comparative
literature, and I believe it is significant to Redology in the future.
Due to the early separation of Redology from the rest of Chinese literature and the
different focuses of Redology compared to the studies of many other classical Chinese
novels, the study of The Dream of the Red Chamber does seem special in the canon of
Chinese literature, and as Miao points out, Redology even shows a tendency to be
separated from the study of classical Chinese novels; in Miao’s words, “a quite peculiar
academic phenomenon” (90). However, the isolation of Redology has become a
limitation to its development: since Hu Shi raised the discussion of the “New Redology”
in 1920s, the major focuses of the research on The Dream of the Red Chamber are always
the study of different editions of the texts and the exploration of the ending of the story.
However, most of the arguments shown in these studies now, such as the investigation on
the history of the author’s family and the identity of the commentator(s), were posed by
scholars from the last century. Redologists today are more likely to just “choose a side”
among the earlier scholars than to develop their own points of views; thus Redology
seems to be stuck in a bottleneck in recent years with limited progress.
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As mentioned by Hanna, The Canterbury Tales faced the same issue of “operat[ing]
within a purely self-referential sphere” (3) after the canonization of Chaucer. But
Hanna’s book was written in 1996, and now Chaucerian study has developed in multiple
fields and aspects instead of being limited to itself. In this case, the comparison between
the canonizations of the two masterpieces could also offer an example to Redology about
how to balance the study of its manuscript tradition and the literary identity as well as
how to celebrate its own tradition without rejecting the larger canon of literature.
As stated by Haun Saussy in Comparative Literature in an Age of Globalization, there
is no exact definition of the object of comparative literature, instead, “every comparative
project is in some measure an experiment” (24). Therefore, to compare The Dream of the
Red Chamber to literary works from other cultural backgrounds is not trying to force a
traditional Chinese novel to fit into western criticism, but to put it into a larger scale that
allows scholars to view the work from distinct aspects. In this way, there would always
be new blood being brought to Redology, eventually enabling the current study to
achieve broader stages.
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